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ABSTRACT
The theory for structural analysis using multiple levels of substructures, and computer
programs based on this theory are well established. Thus, the concepts for these computer
programs have changed little in recent years. Recent research has indicated that a new, object-
oriented approach to the development of computer programs has many advantages for engineering
software. In addition, recent developments in the automated modeling of structural systems for
analysis have relied on object-oriented concepts, and the use of multiple levels of substructures.
Thus research has been undertaken to investigate the potential for object-oriented structural
analysis using substructures.
This report presents the results of this research. Previous research on the application of
object-oriented concepts in structural engineering is reviewed, and substructure analysis theory is
reviewed in detail, and extended to provide more general types of degrees-of-freedom in a
substructure. Data abstraction concepts, and the other object-oriented programming concepts are
also reviewed. Based on this background, an object-oriented structural analysis model is
developed, based on the use of multiple levels of substructures. Object classes to support the
model and algorithms to carry out an analysis using these object classes are outlined. Finally, the
results of the fully develop and validate these object-oriented structural analysis concepts is
discussed.
Chapter 1
Introduction
1.0 Introduction
Structural analysis using substructures is a technique that is several decades old [14]. The
use of multiple levels of substructures is somewhat more recent [6]. However, the concepts for
computer programs that analyze a structure based on these methods have changed little in recent
years. Recent research has indicated that a new, object-oriented approach to the development
of computer programs has many advantages for engineering software [5]. In addition, recent
developments in the automated modeling of structural systems for analysis have relied heavily on
object-oriented concepts and the use of multiple levels of substructures. Thus, research has been
undertaken to investigate the potential for object-oriented structural analysis using substructures.
This research extends the substructure analysis theory and develops an object-oriented approach
to structural analysis based on this theory.
1.1 Objectives
The purpose of this research to develop an object-oriented approach for the analysis for
large structural systems, which is based on multiple level substructure analysis theory. This
approach was selected because it appears to be the best approach for a structural analysis
program that can support an automated structural analysis modeling scheme developed by An-
Nashif [1] for use in computer integrated design.
The specific objectives of this research are:
(1) to extend multiple level substructure analysis theory by introducing specified-
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displacement/unknown-force degrees-of-freedom within a substructure in addition to the.
usual specified-force/unknown-displacement degrees-of-freedom;
(2) to develop an object-oriented structural analysis model based on multiple level substructure
analysis theory;
(3) to develop object classes that support the analysis model; and
(4) to provide algorithms that use these object classes to carry out object-oriented structural
analysis.
1.2 Scope
The research described in this report reviews and extends multiple level substructure
analysis theory; presents a structural analysis model for analyzing large structural systems based
on multiple levels of substructures; defines ingredients of the model and outlines object classes for
these ingredients to support the structural analysis model; and develops algorithms for structural
analysis using these object classes.
The research considers only a linear theory of substructure analysis. Nonlinear behavior
is not considered. A standard beam element is the only type of element considered. Other
element types, such as plate and truss elements are not considered, although these elements
could be easily incorporated into the approach that is developed. Kinematic constraints among the
degrees-of-freedom within substructures are also not considered. The research develops concepts
for the object classes needed for object-oriented structural analjsis using substructures, but does
not develop these classes in full detail. As a result, the analysis algorithms that are developed are
not yet implemented in a computer program.
1.3 Report Organization
The remainder of the report is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents a brief discussion
of the backgiOund information related to the research. This chapter reviews previous research on
3
the application of object-oriented concepts in structural engineering. Chapter 3 reviews and
extends the substructure analysis theory on the basis of earlier work by przemiemiecki [14] and
Furnike [6]. Chapter 4 reviews the concepts of data abstraction which are essential to the object-
oriented approach, and reviews other object-oriented programming concepts. In addition, this
chapter briefly reviews the C++ programming language and the NIH (National Institute of Health)
Class library which provide some detailed concepts used in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. Chapter 5
presents an object-oriented structural analysis model, outlines the ingredients of the model, and
outlines object classes for these ingredients to support the model. Chapter 6 outlines one more
object class, the Global object, which constructs the other objects and conducts the analysis
process. Algorithms for carrying out object-oriented structural analysis are also presented in this
chapter. Finally, Chapter 7 presents some concluding remarks.
4
Chapter 2
Background
2.0 Introduction
This chapter reviews previous research related to the thesis. Three research areas are
reviewed: structural analysis using substructure techniques, object-oriented programming, and
structural analysis based on the object-oriented approach. Some of this research will be discussed
further in the following chapters. In particular, substructure analysis theory will be discussed in
Chapter 3 and object-oriented programming will be discussed in Chapter 4.
2.1 Structural Analysis Using Substructures
The substructure technique was first introduced by przemieniecki in 1963 [14] because the
capacity of computers at that time was not sufficient to analyze large structural systems. In the
substructure analysis method, each substructure is analyzed separately under the effects of
specified external loading, assuming that the displacements at the common degrees of freedom
(DOF) with adjacent substructures (i.e. boundary degrees of freedom) are fixed; the boundary
displacement DOF between substructures are then relaxed simultaneously and the boundary
displacements are determined. The results for the substructures are then obtained by
superposition of the effects of the specified external loading and the boundary displacements.
Although substructure techniques can be applied to force methods of structural analysis [15], the
discussion in this thesis is limited to the displacement method and this method.
The substructure technique introduced by Przemieniecki was extended to multiple level
substructure analysis by Furuike [6]. At the first (lowest) level substructures, the boundaries of
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each substructure are assumed to be fixed. Substructures are analyzed by releasing the interior
OaF and keeping the boundary OOF. Substructure stiffness matrices for these substructures are
condensed to form substructure boundary stiffness matrices (also known as superelement stiffness
matrices). Then the reduced first or lowest level substructures are combined to form second level
substructures. In each second level substructure the boundaries of the first level substructures
within the second level substructure are relaxed except those that serve as boundaries for the
second level substructure. Each of the second level substructures is then reduced by releasing
the interior OaF and keeping the boundary OaF, and the reduced second level substructures are
combined to form third level substructures. The procedures are repeated until the last (highest)
level substructure (Le. the complete structure) is reached.
A constrained substructure technique, such as that proposed in [8], is based on applying
kinematic constraints to the boundaries of individual substructures to reduce the number of
independent boundary OOF. The constrained substructure procedure provides additional modeling
flexibility with which reasonably accurate solutions can be obtained with a savings in computational
effort.
Dodds described the development of substructure techniques, and outlined two advantages
of substructuring with respect to data entry and computational efficiency [3]:
(1) Substructuring has proved to be efficient in the analysis of certain structure classes. "It
can reduce computer cost by a factor of from 2 to 100."
(2) Since a structure analysis model may assembled by a number of substructures and some
of the substructures may have the same geometry, loads, and boundary conditions due
to economic and construction considerations, engineers can take advantage of these
similarities to "eliminate duplicate input and computational effort".
The second advantage obtained from similarities among substructures is of particular
interest since taking advantage of these similarities can greatly reduce the structural analysis
modeling effort.
6
2.2. Object-Oriented Programming for Structural Engineering Problems
Object-oriented progr~mming is a technique used to organize object classes and to utilize
their common features in order to reduce programming effort [7]. Object-oriented programs
manipulate of objects. An object can represent any engineering concept: a node, an element, or
even an algorithm segment. An object consists of the data elements needed to describe the
object, together with the set of permissible operations on the data.
Fenves [4] states that "objects are a mechanism for representing data using abstraction,
and object-oriented languages are languages for writing programs to manipulate objects."
Procedures for developing an object-oriented program are divided into three steps [4]:
(1) Selection of classes: determining what classes of objects are needed to represent the
problem and its solution;
(2) Specification of classes: defining the operations on the objects in each class;
(3) Implementation of classes: selecting the instance variables, and programming the
functions needed to perform the specified operations.
Forde et al. [5] developed a finite element analysis program using object-oriented
programming. The object-oriented language, Object NAP, which also contains Pascal and C-
routines, was used. An algorithm for banded matrix storage was implemented in the C language,
and object-oriented Pascal was used to create the object-oriented portion of the program.
Fundamental components of the finite element method, such as node, element, force, and
displacement, were represented by various objects.
Keirouz et al. [9] created an object-oriented data model for constructed facilities. The
model includes: primitive objects, which can not be further divided and represent basic physical
entities; domain objects, which represent complex entities and may contain other objects such as
primitive objects; and connection objects, each of which describes the relationship between two
other objects.
Scholz [18] developed and implemented a typical finite element analysis program on the
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basis of the Timoshenko beam using the object-oriented programming language c++. The merits
of object-oriented programming are shown by providing two examples of the design,
implementation, and application of the object classes "Vector" and "Matrix". Scholz indicates that
an object-oriented approach to engineering problems leads to easier validation and maintenance
of programs than procedural languages, and that the implementation of an object-oriented program
requires less time and produces smaller programs compared with conventional programming
techniques.
2.3. Object-Oriented Structural Analysis
Some earlier work has introduced the object-oriented approach into structural analysis.
Miller [13] presented a general algorithm for solution of a system of linear equations represented
by object-oriented data structures. This matrix-free solution algorithm computes an equivalent to
the inverted stiffness matrix for an arbitrary assemblage of linearly related OOF. In addition, Miller
described the use of object-oriented data structures in the context of structural analysis. The idea
is to view a structure as an assemblage of objects, both physical and mathematical in nature: to
define the data associated with each object, and to construct the necessary operations that each
object should have. Several fundamental structural analysis object types are defined: OOF objects,
node objects, and element objects. A prototype program was developed in the LISP language to
implement these objects and the corresponding analysis algorithm.
Miller [12] further described the analysis program from reference [13] with several
substantial changes, including an object type "Local DB", which is a simple database with the
capability to store simple key/value databases. The database provides key-driven look-up of
values, and insertion, deletion, and alteration of values. "DB-able" objects are defined on the basis
of "Local DB" as objects that can be stored in the "Local DB" object. OOF objects are the base
objects of the model. OOF objects are derived from "DB-able" objects so that OOF objects can
be stored in and managed by the "Local DB" object. Each Joint object provides an interface
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between its associated DOF and the rest of the structure. It contains information about related
elements, constraints, and loads. The model has two types of element objects: simple element
objects, which are basic beam elements, and complex element objects, which are substructures.
An-Nashif [1] suggested that the modeling process, as well as the numerical computations
must be automated in order to implement automated structural analysis. This work [1] assumes
that a central database, based on a component-connection design model, describes the structure
as an assemblage of components such as beams, columns, substructures, and connections. This
database contains a description of the structure geometry, properties, and loading in terms of the
physical objects (beams, columns, slabs, etc.) which comprise the structure. A modeler program
extracts an analysis model from the central database by transforming the component-connection
model into a node-element model for structural analysis. The analysis model produced by the
modeler is significantly different from conventional structural analysis models since it makes
extensive use of substructuring and kinematic constraints.
Although the work by An-Nashif [1] is limited to the modeling of frame structures made of
beam-column type components connected at discrete points, the principles are applicable to more
complex structures. The programming of the component-connection modeling algorithm is
addressed using object-oriented concepts, which maintains a clear mapping between the
component-connection design model and the node-element analysis model.
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Chapter 3
Substructure Analysis Theory
3.0. Introduction
In this chapter, substructure analysis theory is presented. A matrix method of linear
structural analysis is described for calculating displacements and reaction forces for a structure
composed of a number of substructures. Several decades~ago, the necessity for dividing a
structure into"Sabstrnctures was identified because, in some cases, different analysis methods were
needed for different parts of a structure, or more often, because the capacity of the available
computers was not adequate for analysis of the complete structure [6]. In this report, the
substructure method is utilized to develop concepts for a structural analysis program that can
address the needs of the automated modeling approach described by An-Nashif [1], and as an
effective way to introduce object-oriented concepts into the structural analysis problem.
In the sUbstructure method of analysis, the complete structure is partitioned into a number
of substructures [2], whose boundaries are arbitrary but not overlapping, including the possibility
of one substructure being inside another. It should be emphasized that the partitioning affects the
subsequent matrix operations and the substructure boundaries must be selected carefully. The
individual substructures are combined by matching the corresponding nodes on the boundaries.
The structure is decomposed into substructures based on geometry and on modeling
convenience. A substructure can be further decomposed into other substructures. Thus the
analysis model can include multiple levels of substructures, and a hierarchy of substructures can
be constructed (Fig. 3.1). A substructure that is divided into smaller substructures is called a
higher level substructure. Lower level substructures are parts of a higher level substructure. Each
entity in the hierarchy is referred to as a substructure. Expanding this concept, the complete
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structure is the highest level substructure, and the simplest substructures at the bottom of the
hierarchy are the lowest level substructures (Fig. 3.1).
The lowest level substructures are composed of nodes and elements. Higher level
substructures consist of nodes, elements, and superelements. The nodes and elements have the
same characteristics as those in the lowest level substructures. Superelements are created from
lower level substructures, as discussed later on, to be included in higher level substructures.
In the substructure method, each substructure is analyzed separately under the effects of
specified external loading, assuming that displacements at the common degrees of freedom (OaF)
with adjacent substructures (Le. boundary OaF) are fixed; the boundary displacement oaF
between substructures are then relaxed simultaneously (during the analysis of a higher level
substructure) and the boundary displacements are determined. The results for the substructures
are then obtained by superposition of the effects of the specified external loading and the boundary
displacements [14].
In summary, the substructure method of analysis consists of:
(1) a separate analysis of each substructure with the displacement OaF on the boundaries
with other substructures completely restrained;
(2) a relaxation of the boundary oaF to ensure equilibrium of the boundary nodes and to
calculate the substructure boundary displacements;
(3) a separate analysis of each substructure under the known boundary displacements
and superposition of these results with the results of (1).
The substructure method is discussed in the following three sections. Section 3.1 discusses
the analysis of a single substructure. Section 3.2 discusses the creation of a superelement from
a substructure, for inclusion in a higher level substructure. Section 3.3 discusses the analysis of
a higher level substructure which includes superelements.
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3.1 Analysis of Single Substructure
The complete set of equilibrium equations for a substructure may be written in matrix form
as:
Eq.3.1
where:
U is a vector of displacements (DOF);
F is a vector of external forces acting on the DOF of the substructure;
K is the substructtJre stiffness matrix;
Fa is a vector of initial forces required to equilibrate forces applied within elements, to
restrain element displacements arising from forces applied within elements, and
to restrain element displacements due to temperature, shrinkage, creep, and other
strains.
It should be noted that K and Fa in Eq. 3.1 are assembled from mUltiple sets of equilibrium
equations that relate element forces and element displacements (and superelement boundary
~
forces and boundary displacements). The element forces and element displacements of the single
element shown in Fig. 3.2 in an element local coordinate system are related as follows [17]:
Eq.3.2
where:
(e) denotes a single element;
pIe) is a vector of displacements of the element ends;
pIe) is a vector of total forces acting onihe element ends including both initial forces
and the effects of displacements of the ends;
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Kp(e) is the element stiffness matrix with respect to the element coordinate system;
pole) is a vector of initial forces required to equilibrate forces applied within the
element, to restrain element displacements arising from forces applied within the
element, and to restrain element displacements due to temperature, shrinkage,
creep, and other strains (Le. element initial forces).
Before assembling each element into the substructure, a rotation of coordinate directions
is carried out by coordinate transformation [17]. After transformation, as Fig. 3.2 shows, the
relationship between element forces and displacements in the substructure local coordinate system
is:
Eq.3.3
where:
q(e) is a vector of displacements of the element ends, which is equivalent to pte);
Q(e) is a vector of total forces acting on the element ends, which is equivalent to pte);
Kq(e) is the element stiffness matrix with respect to the substructure coordinate system;
Qo(e) is a vector of element initial forces, which is equivalent to po(e).
Then, Kq(e) and Qo(e) can be assembled into K, and Fo respectively.
In the following discussion it is assumed that the substructure displacement OOF are
divided into boundary displacement OOF and interior displacement OOF. Usually, all the
displacements at a boundary node are considered to be boundary displacement OOF (Fig. 3.3),
although it is possible for some of these OOF to be considered to be interior displacement OOF.
The displacement OOF are divided into three types: r, which are unknown displacements of the
interior OOF of the substructure; y, which are known displacements of the interior OOF; and p,
which are unknown displacements of the boundary OOF of the substructure, as shown in Fig. 3.3.
The force OOF are also divided into three types: R, which are known applied external forces on
interior OOF corresponding to r; V, which are unknown external reaction forces on interior OOF
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corresponding to y; P, which are unknown external reactions on boundary OOF corresponding to
p, and Pe , which are known applied external forces on the boundary OOF corresponding to p. F'e
will be neglected in this chapter, but could easily be added to the equations below.
Based on these definitions, Eq. 3.1 may be written in partitioned form as:
Eq.3.4
where:
r is a vector of unknown interior displacements;
y is a vector of known interior displacements;
p is a vector of boundary displacements assumed to be fixed initially and
released in a higher level substructure analysis;
R is a vector of known applied external forces (corresponding to r);
Y is a vector of unknown external reaction forces (corresponding to y);
P is a vector of unknown reaction forces (corresponding to p);
Ro• po. Yo are vectors of initial forces which are subvectors of Fo (corresponding to r, p,
and y respectively).
It will now be assumed that the displacements of the substructure may be determined from
the superposition of two vectors [6]:
Eq.3.5
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where:
uta) are the displacements with p=O;
u!P) are the displacements U corresponding to the actual boundary displacements
p.
Eq. 3.5 may also be written as follows:
t(a») \,<a l)
uta) = ,::: = ~ Eq.3.6.a
Eq.3.6.b
t<a»)U = y<a) +<) boundarya dlsplaC9lTlflnts
fixed
t<P») \,<a») tIP»)yIP) = Y + 0<P) dls;,~:,a;nts 0 <P )
relaxed
Eq.3.6.c
where, the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. 3.6.c denotes the displacements when the
boundary displacements p are fixed, and the second term on the right-hand side denotes the
displacement corrections when the boundary displacements p are relaxed.
Corresponding to the displacements uta) and U(P) , the forces F can be separated into two
parts:
15
Eq.3.7
Eq. 3.7 may be written as follows:
l
R(a») 1R )F(a) = y(a) = y(a)
p(a) p(a)
F(~) = f~::) =fy~~ »)lp~) lp(~)
l
R(a») lR~»)
F = y(a) + y(~)
(a ) boundllfY (~ ) boundllfY
p displacements p displacements
fixed rallJXed
where:
fy~»)+fy~~»)lp(a) lp(~)
Eq.3.8.a
Eq.3.8.b
Eq.3.8.c
RIa) is a vector of known applied external forces equal to R;
y(al is a vector of unknown external reaction forces on the interior OOF,
assuming the boundary displacements pIal are fixed;
y(Pl is a vector of unknown external reaction forces on the interior OOF due to
the actual boundary displacements pIP);
p(al is a vector of unknown external reaction forces on the boundary OOF
required to equilibrate forces applied within the substructure and to keep the
boundary displacements pIal fixed;
pIP) is a vector of unknown external reaction forces on the boundary OOF due
to the actual boundary displacements pIP).
Based on these definitions, the analysis of a single substructure consists of two parts [6]:
(1) the ex case, in which the boundary displacements are fixed;
(2) the ~ case, in which the actual boundary displacements are considered.
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It should be noted that the initial forces Fa are included in the a case.
For the a case, the substructure boundary displacements are fixed. The first row of Eq.
3.4 is:
R +K ,(a) +K y(a) +K pIa) =R(a)
0" ry rp
The boundary displacements are assumed fixed (p(Il)=O) and y(ll)=y is known, so the unknown
displacements rIll) can be determined:
The second row of Eq. 3.4 is:
Y +K ,(a) +K VIa) +K pIa) =y(a)o yr yy yp
Eq.3.9
Substituting rIll) into this equation with p(Il)=O and y(ll)=y, the external reaction forces on the interior
oaF are:
The third row of Eq. 3.4 is:
P +K ,(a) +K y(a) +K pIa) =p(a)o pr py pp
Eq.3.10
Eq.3.11
Substituting rIll) into this equation with p(ll)=O and y(ll)=y, the external reaction forces on the
boundary OaF are:
p(a)=po+Kpr K~-1) [R-Ro-Kry y] + Kpy Y
It should be noted that pIll) are the external boundary reactions on the boundary oaF necessary
to equilibrate forces applied within the substructure and to maintain p(ll)=O (i.e. to keep the
boundary displacements fixed).
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After the substructure boundary displacements have been determined, the results of the
~ case can be determined from Eq. 3.4.
The first row of Eq. 3.4 is:
K r(ll) + K y{~) + K p(ll) = R(ll)
" ry rp
With R(P)=O, y(P)=O and pep) known, the unknown displacements rep) can be determined:
The second JOW of Eq. 3.4 is:
K r{~) + K y{~) + K p(ll) = y{~)yr yy yp
Eq.3.12
substituting rep) into this equation with y(Il)=O and pcP) known, the external reaction forces on the
interior oaF are:
y{~) = [-K K{-1) K +K 1p{~ )
yr" rp yp
Eq.3.13
For the ~ case, the stiffness relationship between the reaction forces and the
displacements on the boundary oaF is:
where:
Eq.3.14
Eq.3.15
Kp* is known as the condensed stiffness matrix, the boundary stiffness matrix, or the superelement
stiffness matrix, depending on the context.
The total external force on the boundary OaF is:
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p=plJll+p(al
which can be expressed as:
Eq.3.16
When the boundary displacements are fixed (pla)=o), each substructure is completely
isolated from the others so that the interior displacements rIa) and reactions yla), and the boundary
reactions pIa) can be calculated for each substructure separately using Eq. 3.9, 3.10, and Eq. 3.11.
The determination of boundary displacements pl~) involves the next higher level substructure. The
boundary stiffness matrix Kp* and the reaction forces on the boundary DOF pIa) are calculated for
each substructure independently.
When the boundary displacements pl~) are known, then the interior displacements r(~) and
the reactions y(~), and the boundary reactions p(~) can be calculated for each substructure using
Eq. 3.12, 3.13, and 3.14.
3.2 From Substructure to Superelement
Eq. 3.1 and 3.4 can be written for the r1h substructure as follows:
Eq.3.17
and:
Eq.3.18
where (r) denotes the rh substructure.
It should be noted that in selecting the known interior displacement DOF y and boundary
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displacement OOF P of each substructure, these known displacements must be sufficient to
restrain rigid body displacement of a substructure. That is, the rigid body modes should not be
included in the displacement OOF r so that Krr can be inverted. A typical substructure with fixed
boundary displacements is shown in Fig. 3.3.
The external reaction forces on the boundary OOF required to equilibrate forces applied
within the substructure and to restrain the boundary displacements (i.e. with p=O) can be
determined from Eq. 3.11:
Eq.3.19
The substructure boundary stiffness matrix associated with the displacement P(r) from Eq. 3.15 is:
Eq.3.20
This stiffness will be used subsequently in assembling the stiffness matrix for the next higher level
substructure.
The results of Eq. 3.19 and Eq. 3.20 define a superelement, shown in Fig. 3.4. By
comparing Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.4, it is seen that a superelement is created by releasing the interior
OOF and keeping the boundary OOF. A superelement is treated as a structural element in a
higher level substructure. The relationship between forces and displacements of the superelement
is given by Eq. 3.16:
Eq.3.21
where:
(P)(r) is a vector of superelement boundary displacements which is equivalent
to p(~) in Eq. 3.16;
(P)(r) is a vector of total forces acting on the superelement boundary OOF;
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(Kp*)(r) is the superelement stiffness matrix equivalent to the substructure
boundary stiffness matrix Kp* given by Eq. 3.15;
(Po)(r) is a vector of initial forces required to equilibrate forces applied within the
superelement and to restrain the superelement boundary displacements,
which is equivalent to pM in Eq. 3.16 (Le. a vector of superelement initial
forces).
Eq. 3.21 and Eq. 3.2 are similar to each other. Eq. 3.2 represents the relationship between
element forces and element displacements, and Eq.3.21 represents the relationship between
external forces on the superelement boundary DOF and superelement boundary displacements.
It should be noted that Eq. 3.21 is an equilibrium relationship with respect to the superelement local
coordinate system, and a rotation of coordinate directions from the superelement local coordinate
system to the local coordinate system for the next higher level substructure must be carried out.
The result is similar to Eq. 3.3:
Eq.3.22
Where:
is a vector of superelement displacements, which is equivalent to (P)(r) in Eq. 3.21;
is a vector of total forces acting on the superelement boundary DOF, which. is
equivalent to (P)(r) in Eq. 3.21;
(Kq*)(r) is the superelement stiffness matrix with respect to next higher level substructure
coordinate system;
(Oo)(r) is a vector of superelement initial forces, which is equivalent to (po)(r) in Eq. 3.21.
3.3 Analysis of Higher Level Substructure
Having determined the superelement stiffness matrix (Kq*)(r) and the superelement initial
forces (Oo)(r), each superelement can be treated as an element and assembled into a higher level
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substructure for analysis. For example in Fig. 3.5, superelement 1 and superelement 2 are derived
from lower level substructures. Their boundary nodes are then relaxed simultaneously when
displacements in the higher level substructure (substructure 3) are calculated.
To calculate these displacements, the higher level substructure is regarded as an assembly
of superelements (such as superelement 1 and superelement 2) and ordinary elements, subjected
to external loading. For the boundary nodes of a superelement (e.g. node b1, b2, b5, .b6 for
superelement 1 in Fig. 3.5) Eq. 3.22 holds. As Fig. 3.5 shows, the superelement boundary nodes
are nodes in a higher level substructure. As shown in Fig. 3.6, the equilibrium relationship for a
node connecting several superelements in a higher level substructure is:
Eq.3.23
where:
(n) denotes the rows of the vectors that pertain to the particular node;
(q)(r) is a vector of unknown superelement boundary displacements, which are equal to
certain displacements in the vector U for the higher level substructure;
F(s) is a vector of external forces acting on the DOF of the higher level substructure;
(Kq*)(r) is superelement stiffness matrix;
(Qo)(r) is a vector of superelement initial forces.
Note that if the higher level substructure contains elements as well as superelements, then 1<)0),
q(O), and Qo(O) from Eq. 3.3 are included with (Kq*)(r)' (q)(rl' and (Qo)(r) in Eq. 3.23. Note also that the
summations indicate a superposition of internal forces (both the forces due to the displacements
of the superelement boundaries and the superelement initial forces) over the superelements (or
elements) connected to the node.
In Fig. 3.6, a typical node (b5) in the higher level substructures which is on the common
."
boundary between superelement 1 and superelement 2 is shown. From Eq. 3.23:
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Eq.3.24.8
or:
Eq.3.24.b
Where U(l) and U(2) represent subvectors of U that correspond to the boundary DOF of
superelement 1 and superelement 2 respectively, and b5 indicates that only those rows of the
vectors pertaining to node b5 are considered.
Eq. 3.23 can be written for all of the nodes of the higher level substructure without the
summation in the form of Eq. 3.1:
Eq.3.25
where K is obtained by assembling the supe!element stiffness matrices (Kq*)(r) and the element
stiffness matrices Kq(6) into their positions in the stiffness matrix for the substructure, and Fo is
obtained by assembling the superelement initial forces (Oo)(r) and the element initial forces 0 0(6) in
their position into the initial force vector of the substructure. When the higher level substructure
stiffness matrix is assembled and partitioned to form Eq. 3.18, a higher level superelement can
be created.
Through the same process, from lower level to higher level substructures, the highest level
substructure (Le., the complete structure) can be formed and equilibrium equations can be written
as:
or:
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Eq.3.26
It should be noted that P does not appear in this equation because there are no boundary OaF
defined for the highest level substructure (Le. the complete structure).
Having determined the displacements U (including rand' y) for the highest level
substructure, the boundary displacements of the next lower level superelements can be obtained
(q(r) are equivalent to certain elements of U for the boundary OaF and (p)(r) are obtained by
coordinate transformation from q(r»' The substructures from which these superelements are
derived can now be analyzed separately under the known boundary displacements (p)(r)" From Eq.
3.9 and Eq. 3.12 , it follows that the unknown interior displacements of the rh substructure are:
Eq.3.27
where:
and the complete set of displacements for the rh substructure is:
{'I l'(Q>] 1,(13)](U )(r) = Y = Y + 0
P (r) a (r) P (r)
Eq.3.28
From. 3.10 and Eq. 3.13, it follows that for the rh substructure, the reaction forces on the interior
oaF corresponding to Y(r) are:
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where:
and the complete set of external forces acting on the DOF of the rth substructure is:
where:
Eq.3.29
The substructure displacements obtained from Eq. 3.28 are then used to determine the element
forces using Eq. 3.3:
Eq.3.30
where for each element the displacements q(9) are equivalent to certain elements of the
substructure displacement vector (U)(r) from Eq. 3.28.
Through the same process from higher level to lower level substructures, displacements,
reactions, and element forces are obtained.
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Fig. 3.1. Substructure-based analysis model.
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Fig. 3.4. Superelement developed from substructure.
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Fig. 3.5. Substructure with two superelements.
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(Q)(l) =forces from superelement 1 (Q)(2) =forces from superelement 2
(F)(3) =total external forces acting on node b5 in higher level substructure 3
Fig. 3.6. Forces acting on the node b5 in Fig. 3.5.
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Chapter 4
Data Abstraction and Object-Oriented
Programming
4.0. Introduction
Data abstraction concepts and object-oriented programming techniques are recent
developments in the area of computer programming that offer opportunities for improving computer
software. Data abstraction, which is the use of abstract data types (ADT), is discussed first in this
chapter. Then, object-oriented programming techniques are discussed, including an introduction
to the C++ programming language. In addition, the NIH (National Institute of Health) class library
is briefly reviewed, since it provides object classes that have been designed to reduce the effort
of object-oriented programming in C++.
4.1. Data Abstraction Concepts
Data abstraction is the process inventing new data types that are well suited to a particular
programming problem, and that make a complicated algorithm easier to program. The creation of
new data types is a powerful, general-purpose technique which, when properly used, results in
shorter, and more readable and flexible programs [7].
Most programming languages treat program variables and constants as instances of data
types. A data type tells the program compiler how much memory to allocate, how to interpret the
data in the memory, and what operations are permissible on the data. For example, the
declaration:
INTEGER X
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in FORTRAN declares an instance named X of the data type integer. The data type integer
instructs the compiler to reserve sufficient memory for an integer and to use the machine's integer
instructions to manipulate this memory, and defines operations such as "add" and "multiply". Other
possible operations such as, "the result of the summation from 1 to the integer X" or "shifting from
the integer position Xto the integer position 1OOX on an uni-dimension coordinate", are not defined
by the integer data type but could be implemented by a programmer. Data types that are built into
a compiler in this way are known as fundamental data types.
Some programming languages, particularly the c++ language, have features that allow
the language to be extended by adding data types. A programmer-defined data type is called as
abstract data type (ADT) to distinguish it from a fundamental data type. According to Fenves, "the
term 'abstract' refers to the way in which a programmer abstracts some concepts from a mass of
programming detail and unifies these concepts to create a new data type" [4]. An ADT has an
internal data representation and a number of legal operations that manipulate the data
representation.
In order to illustrate the concepts of data abstraction in more detail, a programming
problem, associated with structural analysis and implemented in C++, is presented in Fig. 4.1. C++
allows us to implement an abstract data type by creating a C++ class (as discussed in detail later).
A class implements an ADT and is conceptually equivalent to INTEGER in FORTRAN. Classes,
once defined, are similar to the fundamental data types built into the C++ compiler.
Figure 4.1 defines the Node class which is an ADT that can be used for structural analysis.
It contains two parts, the private part and the public part. The private part contains several
instance variables that comprise the internal representation of a Node. The instance variables x,
y, and z define the position of the node in a coordinate system. nodeLabel is an identifier for the
node, and dofArray is an array to store six labels for the six degree of freedom (OOF) associated
with the node. The public part contains functions that comprise the legal operations on a Node.
Node (x_coordinate, y_coordinate, z_coordinate, Node_Label) is a constructor function to create
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a Node by defining coordinates and assigning an identifier to the node. Node (anotherNode) is a
function to create a Node by copying another available Node. The remaining functions define other
permissible operations on a Node, for example, the x coordinate of the Node can be retrieved by
calling the function geLx (). Each of these functions returns information from a Node, so a return
type (e.g. String& or float &) is shown.
Once it has been defined, the Node ADT (Le. the Node class) is a reusable software
component for different programming applications. The Node ADT may serve different purposes
in different programming problems. However, a Node performs only certain pre-defined operations
(functions) on its internal data representation (instance variables), which includes both a
fundamental data type (float) and two abstract data types (String and ArrayOb). The two ADTs
String and ArrayOb are defined by other classes. The Node ADT encapsulates its internal data
representation and operations so that a client program using the Node ADT is independent of the
implementation details of the Node ADT.
A client program can use the Node ADT in the manner shown in Figure 4.2. The first two
statements in main( ) declare two Node instances, Node A and Node B. Node A has been
completely created with a Node label and a position in a three-dimensional coordinate system. The
second statement creates Node B without any data stored in its internal data representation. The
third statement assigns the Node A to Node Busing "=". The assignment operator is carried out
so that Node B holds the same data as Node A and the assignment uses the function Node
(anotherNode) implicitly. The fifth statement retrieves the x coordinate from Node A using the
function geLx ( ) and the result is copied to an instance of a fundamental data type (float
x_coordinate declared in the fourth statement).
In summary, the most important characteristic of an ADT is that it defines an external view
of its operations and the associated semantics of the operations, and encapsulates the
implementation of these operations in the internal data representation and the details of its
,
operations. The client programs of the ADT see only the external level, allowing its implementation
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to be modified without adverse effects [10].
4.2 Object-Oriented Programming Concepts
Object-oriented programming organizes related ADTs and exploits their common features
in order to reduce programming effort [7]. On object-oriented programming, ADTs are usually
called classes, and instances of ADTs are called objects. Object-oriented programming is
characterized by [16]:
• Encapsulation of data and operations inside instances. This isolates client programs from
the implementation details of the data and operations of an ADT (a class). Client
programs are not impacted by future changes in the encapsulated implementation, and
programs are easier to debug and maintain because the details of the data and operations
are isolated from client programs.
• Inheritance through an ADT (class) hierarchy simplifies the task of creating a new ADT
(class) that is similar to an existing ADT (class). The new ADT inherits data and
operations from the existing ADT (superclass), and only the differences between the new
ADT and the existing ADT are specified.
• Dynamic binding allows each ADT (class) of a group of related ADTs (classes) to have a
different implementation of a particular operation. Client programs can apply the operation
to an instance (object) from one of the ADTs (of the group of related ADTs) without
concern for the specific ADT (class) of the instance (object).
4.3 The C++ Language
The C++ programming language was designed by Bjarne Stroustrup of AT&T Bell
Laboratories as a successor to the C language [7]. C++ borrows several key ideas from the
Simula 67 and Algol 68 programming languages, but retains compatibility with existing C programs
[7]. C++ is an interesting language because of its relationship to C, and its potential use for
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graphical user interfaces, for systems programming, and for supporting large-scale software
development [19].
Figure 4.1 and 4.2 include some of the features which C++ provides to support data abstraction
[11 ]:
• Class is the C++ construct for creating ADTs. Class Node defines an ADT. And Node A
and Node B are instances of the ADT (class) and are called objects.
• Instance variables describe the data (Le. the internal data representation) within an ADT
(class). The data representation can include both fundamental data types and other ADTs
which have been previously defined. In Fig. 4.1, the statement float x, y, z indicates that
x, y, and z coordinates are instances of the fundamental data type float, whereas the
statement ArrayOb dofArray indicates that dofArray is an instance of the ADT ArrayOb.
• Functions define the permissible operations on the data associated with an ADT (class).
In Fig. 4.1, String& getNodeLabel 0, float& geLx 0, and so on, define operations on x, y,
z, and nodeLabel, such as retrieving the nodeLabel or x,y,z coordinates. These functions
allow client programs to access the data which is encapsulated in the ADT (class), but
prevent adverse modification of the data.
• Operator overloading provides additional meaning to certain operators so that
programmers can use them with ADTs. In Fig. 4.2, the third statement B=A overloads the
equal sign (=) to assign the information in Node A to Node B. This makes the operation
similar to the assignment of a fundamental data type (integer or float).
In addition, C++ provides other features for object-oriented programming:
• C++ supports encapsulation by providing classes with private and public parts. A class
defines an ADT, and the declaration of an instance from this ADT creates an object. An
object has the ability to perform operations on itself. The operations it performs are
defined by the functions described in the public part of its class. Therefore, the external
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view of an object (Le. the operations it performs) is defined by the public functions it
executes. Internally, an object has instance variables and functions so that it has the
ability to carry out the operations defined by its public functions. This is called as object's
internal view. In object-oriented programming terminology, the external view of an object
is said to be defined by the messages it receives and the responses it generates. In CH,
the messages and responses are the names of the public functions, and the return values
of the public functions. The external and internal view of an object are shown
schematically in Fig. 4.3 [4].
• C++ supports inheritance by means of derived classes [4]. It is common for two classes
to be similar with only a few different instance variables or functions. Each class in C++
can have one or more superclasses, and inherits the functions and instance variables of
its superclasses. The relationship of these classes is shown in Fig. 4.4. For example,
class Node, presented in Fig. 4.1, could be classified further into subclasses, such as
Beam-element End Node (BENode), which specifically describes the nodes at the ends of
a beam-element, or Superelement Boundary Node (SBNode), which describes the nodes
located on a superelement boundary. A subclass usually includes specialized data and
operations (instance variables and functions) compared to its superclass. Superclass data
(such as float x, y, z; in Fig. 4.1) and operations (such as function float& geLx (); in Fig.
4.1) are inherited (and reused) by the subclasses.
• C++ supports dynamic binding by means of virtual functions [4]. A virtual function lets a
subclass redefine a function inherited from a superclass. Through dynamic binding, the
run time system executes the function that is appropriate for the class of a particular
object. In Fig. 4.5, the Node class has two subclasses, BENode and SBNode. Each class
has the function move ( ) in its public part, however, the function has a different
implementation in each class. In the Node class, the move () function is a virtual function.
It changes the x, y, and z coordinates to enable an object from the Node class to move
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in three dimensions. The move ( ) function in the BENode changes the x coordinate of an
object from the BENode class to enable it to move only along the element local x axis.
The move ( ) function in the SBNode changes the x and y coordinates within a two
dimensional superelement local coordinate system. A function move_It (Node& mover)
which uses the move ( ) function is also shown (Fig. 4.5). The function is designed to
move an object from the Node class or one of its subclasses. Two objects, BENode1 from
the BENode class and SBNode2 of the SBNode class are declared. The two objects are
used as arguments of the function move_It. It should be noted that the argument aNode
of the move_It function is a pointer to an object from the Node class. At execution time,
aNode can point to an object from the Node class or from any subclass (BENode or
SBNode) of the Node class. c++ uses dynamic binding to determine which
implementation of move ( ) to execute. Since the move ( ) function of the Node class is
a virtual function, c++ looks for a subclass implementation of the move function to execute.
As a result, when BENode1 is used as the aNode argument, the move ( ) function of the
BENode class is executed, when SBNode2 is the argument, the move ( ) function of the
SBNode is executed [7]. Note that the move function of the SBNode class is not virtual.
If an object from a subclass of the SBNode class was used as the aNode argument, ihe
SBNode version of move ( ) would be executed.
4.4 Introduction to NIH Class Library
C++ lacks a class library, which makes it difficult to tak~ advantage of its object-oriented
features [7]. A programmer has to start without any pre-defined classes; only the fundamental data
types are available. To overcome this limitation, the NIH (National Institute of Health) class library
was developed by K. E. Gorlen to provide classes for programmers to use [7].
The NIH class library has been designed to simplify object-oriented programming using
C++. It provides several general classes, such as String and Float, and a set of classes similar
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to the Smalltalk-BO container classes, such as Collection and KeySortCltn.
Certain NIH classes, such as the Object class and some of its subclasses, as well as the
container classes are outlined below because they are used in this research. In Chapter 5, object
classes for object-oriented structural analysis using substructures are developed from these NIH
classes.
4.4.1 Class Object
The Object class is the most general NIH class. It is the root of the NIH class inheritance
hierarchy, so that its functions are inherited by all the NIH classes that are its descendants. These
functions define operations that apply to any class of objects, such as copying, printing, storing,
reading, and comparing objects. HOl;\iever, the Object class does not actually implement these
functions. Classes that are derived from the Object class implement these functions using instance
variables and functions that implement specialized operations.
There are three categories of member functions declared by class Object that are
particularly important [7]:
• Functions that identify and test the class of an object; that is functions that determine
the information regarding which class the object is from;
Functions that compare objects;
• Functions that print the contents of an object, including the functions void printOn
(iostream& strm=cout) const; and void dumpOn (iostream& strm=cerr) const.
4.4.2. Class String, Integer and Float
Class String is a subclass of the Object class with ability to handle string operations [7].
It overloads many operators, such as &, &=, <,<=, and ==, to concatenate character strings, to
compare character strings, and to address the individual characters from a string.
Class Integer and class Float are subclasses of the Object class that provide operations
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on integer and float data types respectively [7]. Although these classes deal with ordinary
fundamental data types, they are implemented as derived classes from Object class. Thus these
three classes not only hold a position in the NIH class hierarchy, but also are compatible with any
other NIH class.
4.4.3. The NIH Class Library Container Classes
The NIH class library container classes are outlined below without describing each of the
public functions. A container class is a class of objects that stores multiple objects from other
classes.
4.4.3.1. Class Collection
The Collection class serves as the base class of all container classes in NIH Library. It
declares (but does not implement) virtual member functions required of all container classes [7]:
• insert an object into a container (add( ));
• delete an object from a container (remove( ));
• copy objects from one container to another (addContentsTo( ));
• test for the presence of an object in a container (includes( ));
• test for an empty container (isEmpty( ));
• report the number of objects in a container (Size( ));
• report the capacity of a container (Capacity( ));
4.4.3.2. Class SeqCltn
The seqCltn class is designed for containers that order objects in a certain sequence [7].
In the class, objects are arranged with the first object numbered 0, the second object numbered
1, and so on. The objects can be accessed by specifying their index number.
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4.4.3.3. Class OrderedCltn
The OrderedCltn class is derived from class SeqCltn (Fig. 4.6). It differs from SeqCltn by
the implementation of a variable-length array of pointers to objects. Instead of placing multiple
objects into an array directly, the OrderedCltn class generates an array of pointers, with each
pointer corresponding to an object. This is equivalent to inserting each object into the array. In
addition, the OrderedCltn class automatically resizes itself (Le. resizes the array) if it needs more
room for storing pointers.
4.4.3.4. Class SortedCltn
The SortedCltn class is derived from class OrderedCltn (Fig. 4.6). It differs from
OrderedCltn by the implementation of a sorted array of object pointers. It sorts the objects as it
adds the pointer to a new object in its array. The objects are sorted according to the function
Compare ( ) that compares the objects. Each object in the container can be accessed with an
integer index.
4.4.3.5. Class KeySortCltn
The KeySortCltn class sorts associations between key objects and value objects. An
association is an object that holds:
• a pointer to a key object (e.g. a label for a Node object);
• a pointer to a value object (e.g. a Node object itself).
KeySortCltn uses the key object when performing comparisons. For example, a
KeySortCltn can be used to sort Node objects (Fig. 4.1) through node labels (Le. nodeLabel). The
KeySortCltn will create a new association for the key (nodeLabe/) and the value object (Node) for
each Node object added to the container. When the association is added into a container, it
compares the nodeLabels, and inserts the association into a list of sorted Node objects (sorted by
nodeLabel).
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Class Node {
private:
float
String
ArrayOb
x, y, z;
nodeLabel;
dofArray;
II x, y, Z coordinate;
II Node Label;
II Labels ofsix DOF associated with Node;
public:
Node (x_coordinate, y_coordinate, z_coordinate, Node_Label);
II to construct a Node by defining coordinates and label;
Node (anotherNode);
String& getNodeLabel ( );
float& geCx ( );
float& geCY ( );
float& get_z ( );
II to assign another Node to a Node;
II to retrieve Node label;
II to retrieve x coordinate;
II to retrieve y coordinate;
II to retrieve z coordinate;
Fig. 4.1. C++ code that defines the Node class.
main ( ) {
1. Node A (1.101, 2.54, 3.96, "node_I");
2. NodeB;
3. B=A;
4. float x_coordinate;
5. x_coordinate =A.gecx ( );
Fig. 4.2. C++ code that uses the Node class.
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(public function)
(b) INTERNAL VIEW
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(return value)
Fig. 4.3. Encapsulation - two views of an object.
0f)
-is-
A superclass can be further classified into sub-
classes and each subclass may also be further
classified (omitted here).
For example, two types of subclasses, such as
Beam-elemenCNode and SuperelemenCBoundary
_Node can be derived from Node.
Fig. 4.4. Class hierarchy.
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Class Node {
private:
public:
superc1ass
virtual move ( )j
}
adding move ( ) to the Node class
(changing all x,y, and z coordinates).
Class BENode {
private:
public:
move ()j
}
adding move ( ) to the BENode class
(changing only x coordinate).
subclass
....
.. ..
.. ..
# .. " ......,
move_It (Node& aNode)
{
aNode -> move ( )j
}
Class SBNode {
private:
public:
move ()j
}
adding move ( ) to the FSBNode class
(changing x and y coordinates).
Function movejt ( ) applies the move ( ) function.
main ()
{
BENode BENodel (1.11,0,0, "Beam-elemenCNodel");
FSBNode FSBNode2 ( 1.12, 1.13,0, "FloocSubstructure_Node2" );
II declairing two objects oftwo subclasses.
move_It (BENodel);
II dynamically bound--·thefunction move ( ) ofthe BENodel is called.
move_It (FSBNode2);
II dynamically bound--·thefunction move ( ) ofthe FSBNodel is called.
}
Fig. 4.5. Dynamic binding.
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OrderedCltn
(User-defined classes)
Fig. 4.6 Part of NIH class hierarchy.
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Chapter 5
. Object-Oriented Structural Analysis Model
5.0 Introduction
This chapter and Chapter 6 describe an approach to structural analysis based on the
substructure a:nalysis method and on an object-oriented model for the related mathematic.il and
engineering concepts. In contrast to conventional approaches, the object-oriented model lets a
program developer focus on the mathematical and engineering concepts before dealing with many
of the low-level programming details and internal representations. The approach is presented in
four parts. The first two parts are presented in this chapter. First, a structural analysis model is
outlined. Then the object classes needed to implement this model are presented. InChapter 6,
one additional object class called the Global object, which constructs the other objects and controls
the analysis process, and a number of structural analysis algorithms that implement the object-
oriented approach are presented.
5.1 Structural Analysis Model
5.1.1 Introductory Example
Fig. 5.1 shows a frame structure. The structure is composed of columns, footings, girders,
floor beams, and floor slabs. A traditional model of the structure, shown in Fig. 5.1, consists of
elements and nodes. However, a traditional model often neglects the advantages obtained from
the repeated geometry of the SUbsystems and components of the structure that are dictated by
economic and construction constraints. The geometric similarity of subsystems and components
can be exploited to reduce the effort required to model a complex structure for analysis [3].
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The structural analysis model used for this research is a hierarchical subdivision of the
structure into substructures. Each substructure is composed of basic elements or lower level
substructures. Fig. 5.2 shows one of several possible subdivisions of the structure in Fig. 5.1.
At the lowest level are basic elements such as individual beams and segments of girders
and columns. As shown in Fig. 5.3, multi-element girder and column substructures are composed
from basic elements, by placing nodes where the girders and columns are connected to other
elements in the structure. A multi-element frame substructure is assembled from the girder al')d
"
column substructures. A multi-element floor substructure is composed of basic elements that
model the floor beams. A multi-element balcony substructure consists of elements that are similar
to those of the floor substructures. Finally, the floor, balcony, and frame substructures are
assembled to form .the complete structure.
5.1.2 Ingredients of the Object-Oriented Model
From the example outlined above, we can see that higher level substructures are
composed of lower level substructures, and perhaps, some additional nodes and basic elements.
The lowest level substructures are composed from only nodes and elements. For the example in
Figs. 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3, the model of the structure (the highest level substructure) consists of
several nodes and eight substructures, including a roof substructure, four floor substructures, two
frame substructures, and one balcony substructure. Each floor substructure consists of a number
of nodes and beam elements. Each frame substructure consists of several nodes, four girder
substructures, and two column substructures. Each girder and column substructure consists of
several nodes and beam elements. The balcony substructure also consists of a number of nodes
and beam elements.
In addition to nodes, elements, and substructures, the structural analysis model considered
in this research also includes superelements. A superelement is derived from a substructure by
carrying out the substructure analysis presented in Chapter 3. A superelement is used to represent
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a substructure within the next higher level substructure. Certain advantages can-be achieved by
.---
--~. -~_. . - ~---~-
introducing the concepts of superelemeilThand-sulJstructures-rntCithe structural analysis model:
(1) A ~structure is decomposed into several substructures and each substructure is
analyzed separately. This can be repeated through several levels. A structural
analysis program with multiple levels of substructure's can support the automated
modeling approach proposed by An-Nashif [1];
(2) The effort needed to model and analyze a large structural system may be greatly
reduced if there are many substructures with similar geometry, materials, loads, and
boundary conditions. For example, in a multi-story building, it is usual for one floor
subsystem to be identical to other floor subsystems in terms of geometry, materials,
loads, and support conditions. Using the analysis method presented in Chapter 3,
several superelements can be developed for these subsystems, and these
superelements can be used in the higher level substructure that represents the
complete structural system. However, because the floor subsystems are identical, it
is possible to obtain superelements for several identical floor subsystems by describing
the geometry, materials, loads, and boundary conditions, and analyzing only once, thus
reducing the effort needed to model and analyze the structure.
The structural analysis model used for this research utilizes similarities between
substructures during the course of developing superelements from substructures. One advantage
is obtained from the geometric similarity of substructures. For example, in Fig. 5.1, the ground
floor, first floor, second floor, and third floor are geometrically identical. Thus, a Substructure
Geometry Type (SGT) is included as part of the structural analysis model. A SGT defines the
geometry and materials of a substructure in terms of nodes, elements, and superelements, and is
used to represent the geometry and materials of one or more substructures whose geometry and
materials are identical (Fig. 5.4).
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If two or more substructures have identical geometry, materials, and loads, they have the
same Substructure Type (ST). A ST allows multiple substructures to be defined using one
description of geometry, materials, and loads. A ST is differentiated from a SGT by specifying the
loads. Two substructures with the same SGT have a different ST if there is a dissimilarity in their
loading. For the example in Fig. 5.1, the ground floor and the third floor are not only geometrically
identical, but are also subjected to the same loads, thus one ST is needed to represent them.
However, as shown in Fig. 5.5, a different ST is needed to represent the second floor substructure
since it has different loads.
If two or more substructures have identical boundary OOF, in addition to geometry,
materials, and loads, they have the same Superelement Type (SET). The term "boundary OOF"
refers to the OOF where the substructure connects to other substructures. A SET is differentiated
from a ST by specifying these boundary OOF. Two substructures that have the same ST have a
different SET if there is a dissimilarity in their boundary OOF. In Fig. 5.6, three floor systems are
shown. Although they have the same ST, the ground floor and the third floor have a different SET
due to their different boundary OOF (Le. they are connected to other substructures in different
ways).
A superelement (SE) is obtained from a SET. One superelement is needed for each
substructure in the model with the exception of the highest level substructure. Similar to basic
elements, superelements are used in creating a model for the next higher level substructure.
Each ingredient of the structural analysis model outlined in this section has a corresponding
object in the object-oriented structural analysis program envisioned by this research. These objects
(OOF, node, element, SGT, ST, SET, and SE) are described in the following two sections. The
user of the object-oriented structural analysis program uses these objects to create a structural
analysis model for the structure in Fig. 5.1 as shown in Fig. 5.7. Other related objects in the
structural analysis program are also described in the following sections.
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5.2 Basic Objects
5.2.1 DOF Objects
,
A OOF object models an individual OOF of the structural analysis model. Each OOF object
contains the following instance variables and functions (Fig. 5.8).
Instance variables:
(1) OOF_Label is an instance of the String class of the NIH class library, and is the
identifier of the OOF object. Each OOF within a substructure has a unique label.
The OOF_Label can be established automatically. For example, the labels of the
six OOF attached to "Node1" may be named from "OOF_1-1" to "OOF_1-6", where
1 through 6 are the translations and rotations along the local x, y, and z coordinate
directions within the substructure. The labels of the OOF can also be specified by
the analyst.
(2) OOF_Type identifies the type of the OOF. The OOF within a substructure are
divided into three categories, "r" type, for which the external force acting on an
interior OOF is known and the analysis will determine the corresponding
displacement; "y" type, for which the displacement of an interior OOF is known and
the corresponding. reaction force will be determined; and "p" type, for which the
displacement of a boundary OOF is unknown. In most cases, there are more "r"
type OOF than "y" type or "p" type OOF, therefore, "r" type is initially assigned to
every OOF. Then, the OOF types are reset from "r" type to "y" type for those OOF
, whose displacements are known, and from "r" type to "p" type for the boundary OOF.
(3) OOF_'ndex points to a position in the force and displacement vectors that
corresponds to the OOF.
Public functions:
(1) OOF (OOF_Label, OOF_Type, OOF_'ndex);
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To construct a OaF object by providing the OaF label, the OaF type and the OaF
index.
OOF (anotherOOF);
To construct a OaF object by copying another OaF object.
(2) getOOF_Label ( );
To return the OaF label.
(3) getOOF_Type ( );
To return the oaF type.
(4) getOOF_lndex ( );
.' .
To return the OaF index.
(5) setOOF_Type (newOOF_Type);
To reset OaF type (if its type should be reset).
(6) setDOF_lndex (newOOF_lndex);
To set OaF index.
5.2.2. Node Objects
Each Node object contains the following instance variables and functions (Fig. 5.9).
Instance variables:
(1) Node_Label is an instance of the String class of the NIH class library, and is the
identifier of the Node object. Every node in a substructure has an unique label. The
label enables a Node object to be manipulated by other objects.
(2) x_Coordinate, y_Coordinate, z_Coordinate describe the node position in the
substructure local x, y, and z coordinate system. It should be noted that each
substructure has its own coordinate system. Consequently, the OaF directions will
vary from one substructure to another.
(3) OOF_Array is an object derived from the Arrayab class of the NIH class Library.
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The array holds six label strings corresponding to six OOF objects associated with
the Node object (each node has six OOF). The OOF_Array object included in the
Node object establishes a link between the node and its six OOF so that any of the
six OOF objects can be accessed through the Node object.
Public functions:
(1) Node (Node_Label, x_coordinate, y_coordinate, z_coordinate);
To construct a Node object by providing the Node_Label and x, y, and z coordinates.
Node (anotherNode);
To construct a Node object by copying another Node object.
(2) getNode_Label ( );
To return the label of the Node object.
(3) geLx ( );
To return the x coordinate.
(4) geLy ( );
To return the y coordinate.
(5) geLz ( );
To return the z coordinate.
(6) getDOF_LabelAt (anlnteger);
To report one of the six OOF labels indicated by a number (integer 1 to 6).
(7) seLx (new_x);
seLY (new_y);
seLz (new_z);
To move the Node object from one location to another by changing its x, y, or z
coordinates.
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5.2.3. Element Objects
The Element object represents the deformable material of the structure. Here it is
assumed that the Element is a beam element, although many of the functions developed here
could be developed similarly for other types of elements. Each Element object contains the
following instance variables and functions (Fig. 5.10).
Instance variables:
(1) ElemenLLabel is an instance of the String class of the NIH class library, and is the
identifier for the Element object.
(2) Node_Labels are instances of the String class of the NIH class library. There are
three Node_labels: LNode_Label, LNode_Label, and reference_Node_Label. They
represent ~hree Node objects associated with the Element. Two of them (i_Node
and LNode) are the nodes located at each end of the element, and the length and
location of the element are determined from these node coordinates. The
reference_Node is a reference node used to determine the element local coordinate
system.
(3) E, A, and I are material and geometry properties inclu~ing Young's modulus (E),
cross section area (A), and corss section moment of inertia (I). These properties
vary from element to element, and should be provided when an Element object is
constructed.
(4) ElemenLStiffness_Matrix depends on the element's material and geometry
properties, and the element length. The matrix is initially constructed by the Element
object in element local coordinates. Then, the matrix is transformed to the
substructure local coordinate system.
(5) ElemenLTransformation_Matrix depends on the coordinates of the three nodes
(described in (2». The matrix is a 3-by-3 transformation matrix between the element
local coordinate system and the substructure local coordinate system.
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(6) ElemenUnitiaLForces is a vector of forces acting on the element ends. The initial
forces are calculated from span loads, wx' wy' wz' mx' my, and mz by the Element
object, and are transformed to the substructure local coordinate system.
(7) ElemenLDisplacements is a vector of displacements at the element ends. The
displacements are calculated by a substructure in the substructure local coordinate
system.
Public functions:
(1) Element (anElemenLLabel, i_node_Label, Lnode_Label, reference_Node_Label, E,
I, A);
To construct an Element object by specifying the Element_Label, the labels of the
i_Node, LNode, and reference_Node, E (Young's modulus), A (area of cross
section), and I (moment of inertia of cross section).
Element (anotherElement);
To construct an Element object by copying another Element object.
(2) getLabel ( );
To return the Element_Label.
(3) getNumberOfNodes ( );
To return the number of boundary nodes for the Element object (Le. 2).
(4) getNode_Label (anlnteger);
To return the Node_Label of a boundary node for the Element object by indicating
an integer (Le. 1 or 2).
(5) formStiffness_Matrix ( );
To form the element stiffness matrix in the substructure local coordinate system.
The element stiffness matrix is formed with respect to the element local coordinate
system and transformed to the substructure coordinate system using Element_
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Transformation':'Matrix. A coefficient of the stiffness matrix can be retrieved by
indicating the row number and column number. The transformation algorithm is
presented in Chapter 6.
(6) getStiffness_Coefficient (anlntegeU, anlntege(j);
To return a transformed element stiffness coefficient.
(7) form_InitiaLForces (anElemenLLoad);
To form the element initial force vector from specified element span loads. The
force vector is also transformed from the element coordinate system to the
substructure coordinate system by this function.
(8) gf!UnitiaLForce_Coefficient (anlnteger);
To return a coefficient from the element initial force vector by indicating the position
of the coefficient in the vector.
(9) calculatelnternalForces (anElemenLLoad, theLoad_Case_Labe/);
To calculat~ the element internal forces given the end displacements in the
ElemenLDisplacements vector, and specified element span loads. This function is
used by a ST after a substructure analysis is complete and the element internal
forces can be determined for a load case. The algorithm is presented in Chapter 6.
(10) addDataToDisplacements (anlnteger, aValue);
To add data to the Element_Displacements vector.
5.3 Substructure and Superelement Objects
5.3.1. SGT Objects
A Substructure Geometry Type (SGT) object represents the geometry and materials of a
group of one or more substructures whose geometry and material properties are identical.
Although the substructures in the group have identical nodes and elements, they may have
different load cases and boundary conditions. A SGT contains three types of objects: Nodes,
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Elements, and SEs. Three containers are implemented inside the SGT object to hold the Node,
Element, and SE objects. A SGT object contains the following instance variables and functions
(Fig. 5.11).
Instance variables:
(1) SGT_Label is an instance of the String class of the NIH class library, and is the
identifier of the SGT.
(2) theNode_Container is an instance of the KeySortCltn class of the NIH class library.
It is a container of the Node objects defined for the substructure. Instead of holding
each Node object, it holds associations of key objects, which are Node_Label
objects, with value objects, which are Node objects. It sorts only the key objects; the
value objects are sorted by being associated with the key objects. The associated
Node_Label object and Node object are stored in the container and are located and
retrieved by using the key object, which is the Node_Label.
(3) theElemenLContaineris also an instance of the KeySortCltn class. It is a container
of Element objects. Every Element object within the substructure is stored and
sorted within this container. The container holds associations of key objects, which
are Element_Label objects, with value objects, which are the Element objects. Each
Element object in the group is accessed by using its label.
(4) theSE_Container is also an instance of the KeySortCltn class. It is a container of
SE objects and is similar to theElement_Container.
Public functions:
(1) SGT (aSGT_Label);
To construct a SGT object by providing a SGT label.
SGT (anotherSGT);
To construct a SGT object by copying another SGT object.
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(2) getSGT_Label ( );
To return the SGT label.
(3) isTheNode_ln (aNode_Label);
To check if a Node object is available in theNode~Container using a Node_Label.
(4) isTheElemenCln (anElemenCLabel); .
To check if an Element object is available in theElement_Container using an
Element_Label.
(5) isTheSE_'n (aSE_Label);
To check if a SE object is available in theSE_Container using a SE_Label.
(6) storeNode (aNode_object);
To store a Node object into theNode_Container.
(7) storeElement (anElemenCobject); ............_------.
To store an Element object into theElemenCContainer.
(8) storeSE (aSE_object);
To store a SE object into theSE_Container.
(9) getNumberOfNodes ( );
To report the number of Node objects held in theNode_ContainE?r.
(10) getNumberOfElements ( );
To report the number of Element objects held in theElement_Container.
(11) getNumberOfSEs ( );
To report the number of SE objects held in theSE_Container.
(12) getNodeWithLabel (aNode_Label);
To return a Node object from theNode_Container by label.
(13) getElementWithLabel (anElemenCLabel);
To return an Element object from theElement_Container by label.
(14) getSE_WithLabel (aSE_Label);
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To return a SE object from theSE_Container by label.
(15) getNode_At (anlnteger);
To get a Node object by an index indicating the position of the Node object in
theNode_Container.
(16) getElemenLAt (anlnteger);
To get an Element object by an index indicating the position of the Element object
in theElement_Container.
(17) getSE_At (anlnteger);
To get a SE object by an index indicating the position of the SE object in
theSE_Container.
5.3.2. ST Objects
A Substructure Type (ST) object represents the geometry, materials, and loads of a group
of one or more substructures. As shown in Fig. 5.5, the ground floor and the third floor of the
example structure are modeled using the same ST object, called "Substructure Type 1", because
of their similarity in the layout of nodes and elements, as well as in loads. The second floor is
modeled using a different ST object.
A ST object is differentiated from a SGT object by adding load cases. A SGT object is
included in the ST object to describe its geometry and materials. Operations to analyze a
substructure are implemented and sets of results are obtained using the analysis method presented
in Chapter 3. Each load case consists of specified forces and specified displacements. OOF with
specified forces are "r" type OOF, and the specified force on a "r" type OOF becomes an element
of the R vector. OOF with specified displacements are "y" type OOF, and the specified
displacement of a "y" type OOF becomes an element of the y vector. Boundary OOF are "p" type
OOF, and the displacement of a "p" type OOF becomes an element of the p vector. The
displacement of a "p" type OOF is assumed to be zero in the current level substructure analysis
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and is determined in a higher level substructure analysis. It should be noted that the specification
of "p" type OOF is performed by a SET object, as discussed later, however, the definition of the
"p" type OOF is stored by the ST object. The division of OOF into "r" type, "y" type, and "p" type
is the same for all load cases.
The ST object manages the OOF and organizes them into the three categories: "r" type
OOF, "y" type OOF, and "p" type OOF and assembles a SUbstructure stiffness matrix and
substructure load and displacement vectors. In order to create the stiffness matrix (and to create
R, y, and p vectors), each OOF is assigneQ a OOF index. To do this, a OOF_Manager object is
included in the ST object to manage the "r", "y", and "p" type OOF and assign the OOF indices.
In addition, a Load_Case_Manager object is included in the ST object to manage the load cases
acting on the substructure. These objects, shown in Fig. 5.12, are described in more detail later.
A ST object contains the following instance variables and functions (Fig. 5.12).
Instance variables:
(1) ST_Label is an instance of the String class of the NIH class library, and is the
identifier of the ST object.
(2) theSGT is a SGT object that describes the"'geometry of the ST.
(3) theDOF_Manager is a OOF_Manager object that manages the DOF held in the ST.
(4) theLoad_Case_Manager is a Load_Case_Manager object that manages the load
cases acting on the ST.
(5) SubstrucStiffness is the stiffness matrix for the ST.
Public functions:
(1) ST (ST_Label, aSGT);
To construct a ST object by providing a ST_Label and a SGT object with which the
ST is associated.
ST (anotherST);
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To construct a ST object by copying another ST object,
(2) getST_Label ( );
A SET object uses this function to get the ST_Label.
(3) getNodeWithLabel (aNode_Label);
A SET object uses this function to retrieve a Node object by indicating its label. The
Node object is retrieved from theSGT.
(4) getStiffness_Matrix ( );
A SET uses this function to get a condensed substructure stiffness matrix.
(5) buildDOF_Container ( );
This function is used by the Global object to build a OOF container in the
theOOF_Manager to store OOF objects. The algorithm is presented in Chapter 6.
(6) establish_y_DOF ( );
The Global object uses this ST function to identify the "y" type OOF for the ST. The
algorithm is presented in Chapter 6.
(7) setDOF_TypeFrom_cto_p (aDOF_Label);
A SET object uses this ST function to set the type of a OOF to lip" from the initially
assumed "r" type. The algorithm is given in Chapter 6.
(8) setJ_Typelndices ( );
This function is used by a SET object to assign an index to each "r" type OOF
object
(9) getDOF_TypeWithLabel (aDOF_Label);
To get the OOF_Type of a OOF object from theOOF_Manager by a OOF_Label.
(10) getDOF_lndexWithLabel (aDOF_Label);
To get the OOF_Index of a OOF object from theOOF_Manager by a OOF_Label.
(11) buildLoad_Cases ( );
The Global object uses this function to construct and fill theLoad_Case_Container,
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which is within theLoad_Manager, within theLoad_Case_Manager object. The
algorithm is given in Chapter 6.
(12) buildLoad_Case_Vectors ( );
The Global object uses this function to construct and fill theLoad_Case_Vectoc
Container, which is within theVector_Manager, within theLoad_Case_Manager. The
algorithm is given in Chapter 6.
(13) getlnitiaLForces (aCurrenCLeveLLoad_Case_Label);
A SET object uses this function to retrieve a P_Vector under a load case by
indicating its label.
(14) SubstructureAnalysis ( );
A SET object and the Global object use this function to carry out the first part of the
substructure analysis (the ex case). The SET object uses it for a lower level
substructure and the Global object uses it for the highest level substructure. The
algorithm is shown in Chapter 6.
(15) LowerLevelSubstructureAnalysisCompletion (p_ Vector, CurrenCLeveLLoad_Case
_Label, HighecLeveLLoad_Case_Label);
A SET object uses this function to produce the substructure analysis results for the
boundary displacements in p_Vector obtained from a higher level substructure
analysis. The displacements in p_Vector are for a higher level load case identified
by the Higher_LeveLLoad_Case_Label. The Current_Level_Load_Case_Label
describes the current level load case which corresponds to these displacements.
The current level load case is copied and stored under a new label (the
Higher_Level_Load_Case_Label) and the analysis is completed for this new load
case. The algorithm is presented in Chapter 6.
(16) HighestLevelSubstructureAnalysisCompletion ( );
The Global object uses this function to complete the substructure analysis for the
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highest level substructure. The algorithm is shown in Chapter 6.
(17) geLp_number ( );
A SET object uses this function to obtain the size of the p_Vector and P_Vector of
theST.
Other functions:
The following ST functions are used to assemble the substructure stiffness matrix and retrieve the
internal forces of the elements in the substructure. The algorithms are presented in Chapter 6.
(18) assembleStiffnessMatrix ();
This function assembles the substructure stiffness matrix from Element and SE
contributions. The algorithm is shown in Chapter 6.
(19) assembleElemStiffMatrix (anElement);
This function assembles one Element or SE stiffness matrix into the substructure
stiffness matrix SubstrucStiffness. The algorithm is shown in Chapter 6.
(20) calculateElemlnternalForces (theElement, theLoad_Case_Labe/);
This function is used to calculate element (both Element and SE) internal forces.
The algorithm is shown in Chapter 6.
(21) getMatrixlndexWithDOF_Label (aDOF_Label);
To report the matrix index for a OOF so that the OOF can be mapped to coefficients
of the substructure stiffness matrix. For example, if a OOF has the "r" type and its
OOF_Index in the "r" type OOF category is "i", then its row/column position is "i". If
a OOF has the "y" type and its OOFJndex in the "y" type OOF category is "j", then
its row/column position is "r_number+j". Similarly, if a OOF has the "p" type and its
OOF_Index in the "p" type category is "k", then its row/column position is "r_number+
y-number+k".
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5.3.3 OOF_Manager Objects
A OOF_Manager object manages the OOF of a ST object. It maintains the OOF objects
in a OOF container, sorts the OOF into three groups ( "y" type, "r" type, and "p" type groups based
on the OOF type), and sorts OOF separately within these groups. Each OOF is assigned a OOF
index which indicates its location in either the "y" type group, "r" type group, or "p" type group.
In addition, the dimension of the force vector R and corresponding displacement vector r
for "r" type OOF, the dimension of the specified displacement vector y and corresponding reaction
force vector Y for "y" type OOF, and the dimension of the boundary displacement vector p and
corresponding reaction force vector P for "p" type OOF are stored by the OOF_Manager object.
The number of "r" type OOF, number of "y" type OOF, and number of "p" type OOF are determined
during the process of sorting the OOF. After sorting the OOF, the OOF_Manager object will retain
these numbers, which are called r_number (the number of "r" type OOF), y_number (the number
of "y" type OOF), and p_number ( the number of "p" type OOF). A OOF_Manager object includes
the following instance variables and functions (Fig. 5.13).
Instance variables:
(1) theOOF_Container is an instance of the KeySortCltn class, which serves as a
container to hold OOF objects. As a KeySortCltn object, it holds associations of key
objects with value objects. The key objects are the OOF labels (Section 5.2.1), such
as "OOF_1.1", for the x translation OOF of node 1, or "OOF_3.4", for the x rotation
OOF of node 3. The value objects are the OOF objects themselves. By establishing
these associations, two lists are formed: one list is the key object list, the other list
is the value object list (Fig. 5.14). For example, key object "OOF_1.1" corresponds
to a value object, which is the x translation OOF of node 1. When the key objects
(OOF labels) are sorted, the value objects (OOF objects) are also sorted.
(2) ,-number, y_number, and p_number indicate the number of "r" type OOF, "y" type
OOF, and "p" type OOF respectively. As indicated in Section 5.2.1, a OOF object
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includes a type flag, either "r"type, "y" type, or "p" type. Based on these three types,
each OaF object is assigned to one of the three groups and an index is assigned
to indicate its position in the group. The OOF_Manager object determines these
numbers during the process of establishing the OaF_Container as discussed in
Chapter 6.
Public functions:
(1) OOF_Manager (r_number, y_number, p_number);
To construct a OOF_Manager object by setting the cnumber, y-number, and
p_number. Usually these are set to zero.
OOF_Manager (anotherOOF_Manager);
To construct a OOF_Manager object by copying another OOF_Manager object.
(2) createOOF_Object (aOOF_Labe/);
This function is used by the ST object to create a OaF object based on its
OaF_Label. It uses the OOF object constructor, and inserts the OOF object into
theOOF_Container. Part of the algorithm is presented in Chapter 6.
(3) setOOF_TypeFrom_r_to_y ( );
This function is used by the ST object to set the type of a OOF to "y" type from the
initially assumed "r" type.
(4) setOOF_TypeFrom_r_to_p ( );
This function is used by the ST object to set the type of a OOF to "p" type from the
initially assumed "r" type.
(5) seLr_Typelndices ( );
This function is used by the ST object to assign an index to each "r" type OOF
object. The algorithm is presented in Chapter 6.
(6) geLy_number ( );
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This function is used by the ST object to obtain the number of "y" type OaF objects.
(7) geLr_number ( );
This function is used by the ST object to obtain the number of "r" type OOF objects.
(8) geLp_number ( );
This function is used by the ST object to obtain the number of "p" type OaF objects.
(9) getOOF_TypeWithDOF_Label (aDOF_Label);
This function is used by the ST object to obtain the OaF type of a OOF object using
the OaF_Label to locate the oaF object.
(10) getOOF_TypeAt (anlnteger);
This function is used by the ST object to obtain the OOF type of a OOF object by
indicating the position of the OOF object in the OOF container.
(11) getOOF_lndexWithDOF_Label (aDOF_Label);
This function is used by the ST object to obtain OOF index of a OOF object using
the OOF_Label to locate the OOF object.
5.3.4 Load_Case_Manager Objects
A Load_Case_Manager object manages loads acting on a ST, as well as the
corresponding sets of force and displacement vectors. It contains two lower-level management
object§: theLoad_Manager object, which manages multiple load cases composed of individual
loads, and the Vector_Manager object, which holds multiple sets of force and displacement vectors
corresponding to these load cases. A Load_Manager object stores and organizes multiple
Load_Case objects and each Load_Case object holds multiple Loadobjects. Therefore, many Load
objects can be indirectly managed by the Load_Case_Manager object (Fig. 5.15).
For each Load_Case considered in the substructure analysis, there is a corresponding set
of vectors. This set includes six vectors: the displacement vector r and corresponding force vector
R for "r" type OOF, the displacement vector y and corresponding reaction force vector Y for "y"
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type DOF, and the boundary displacement vector p and corresponding reaction force P for "p" type
DOF. Each set of vectors is managed by a Load_Case_ Vectorobject. Multiple Load_Case_Vector
objects are managed by a VectocManager object, and through the Vector_Manager object, the
Load_Case_Manager object can indirectly manage many sets of load and displacement vectors
(Fig. 5.16). The Load_Manager and Vector_Manager objects are discussed later. A
Load_Case_Manager object contains the following instance variables and functions (Fig. 5.17).
Instance variables:
(1) theLoad_Manager is an instance of the Load_Manager class. It manages loads
acting on the ST.
(2) theVector_Manager is an instance of the Vector_Manager class. It manages force
and displacement vectors.
Public functions:
(1) Load_Case_Manager (the_r_number, the_y_number, the_p_number);
To construct a Load_Case_Manager object.
Load_Case_Manager (anotherLoad_Case_Manager);
To construct a Load_Case_Manager object by copying another Load_Case_Manager
object.
(2) getNumberOfLoadCases ( );
To return the number of load cases.
(3) getLoad_Case_LabeIAt (anlnteger);
To return a Load_Case_Label by a position in theLoad_Case_Container (see section
5.3.5).
(4) copyLoad_Case (Load_Case_LabeL1, Load_case_labeL2);
To copy one load case to another, including the vectors in the Load_Case_Vector
object managed by theVectocManager, and the Load objects managed by theLoad_Manager.
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The following Load_Case_Manager functions are used by the ST object to send information that
is managed by theVector_Manager.
(5) storeWhole_R_ VectWithLoad_Case_Label (aLoad_Case_Label, R_Vector);
1\
To store updated R_Vector with Load_Case_Label.
To store updated cVector with Load_Case_Label.
f
(7) storeWhole_ Y_ VectWithLoad_Case_Label (aLoad_Case_Label, Y_ Vector);
To store updated V_Vector with Load_Case_Label.
(8) storeWhole_y_VectWithLoad_Case_Label (aLoad_Case_Label, y_ Vector);
To store updated y_Vector with Load_Case_Label.
To store updated P_Vector with Load_Case_Label.
(10) storeWhole_p_ VectWithLoad_Case_Label (aLoad_Case_Label, p_ Vector);
To store updated p_Vector with Load_Case_Label.
(11) buildLoad_Case_ Vectors (theSGT, theDOF_Manager);
To construct and fill the Load_Case_Vector_Container. The algorithm is given in
Chapter 6.
The following Load_Case_Manager functions are used by the ST object to retrieve information that
is managed by the Vector_Manager.
To retrieve an entire R_Vector under a load case by indicating its label.
To retrieve an entire cVector under a load case by indicating its label.
To retrieve an entire Y_Vector under a load case by indicating its label.
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(15) getWhole_y_ VectByLoad_Case_Label (aLoad_Case_Label);
To retrieve an entire y-Vector under a load case by indicating its label.
(16) getWhole_P_ VectByLoad_Case_Label (aLoad_Case_Label);
To retrieve an entire P_Vector under a load case by indicating its label.
(17) getWhole_p_VectByLoad_Case_Label (aLoad_Case_Label);
To retrieve an entire p_Vector under a load case by indicating its label.
(18) getDataFrom_R_VectAt (aLoad_Case_Label, anlnteger);
To retrieve an element of the R_Vector under a load case by specifying an index
pointing to the position of the element in the R_Vector and the Load_Case_Label.
(19) getDataFrom_c VectAt (aLoad_Case_Label, anlndex);
To retrieve an element of the r_Vector under a load case by specifying an index
pointing to the position of the element in the r_Vector and the Load_Case_Label.
(20) getDataFrom_ Y_ VectAt (aLoad_Case_Label, anlndex);
To retrieve an element of the Y_Vector under a load case by specifying an index
pointing to the position of the element in the Y_Vector and the Load_Case_Label.
(21) getDataFrom_y_VectAt (aLoad_Case_Label, anlndex);
To retrieve an element of the y_Vector under a load case by specifying an index
pointing to the position of the element in the y_Vector and the Load_Case_Label.
(22) getDataFrom_P_ VectAt (aLoad_Case_Label, anlndex);
To retrieve an element of the P_Vector under a load case by specifying an index
pointing to the position of the element in the P_Vector and the Load_Case_Label.
(23) getDataFrom_p_ VectAt (aLoad_Case_Label, anlndex);
To retrieve an element of the p_Vector under a load case by specifying an index
pointing to the position of the element in the p_Vector and the Load_Case_Label.
The following Load_Case_Manager functions are used by the ST object to send and retrieve
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information that is managed by theLoad_Manager. These functions are used by the ST object as
shown in Chapter 6.
(24) storeLoad (aLoad_Case_Label, aLoad_Label, aLoad);
T9 store a Load object by its key (aLoad_Label) and its value (aLoad).
(25) createLoad_Case (aLoad_Case_Label);
To create a Load_Case object by its key (aLoad_Case_Label).
(26) getLoadWithLabel (aLoad_Case_Label, aLoad_Label);
The function is used by ST to calculate ElemenUnterna'-Forces.
Other Functions:
The following Load_Case_Manager function is used to process the loads within an Element or SE
object into contributions to the force vectors for the load case. The algorithm is presented in
Chapter 6.
(27) processElemLoad (theElement, theLoad, theLoad_Case_Label, theSGT, theDOF_
Manager);
To process an Element or SE load into contributions to the force vectors, given the
element, a Load object, and a Load_Case_Label, and theSGT, and theDOF_
Manager for theST.
5.3.5 Load_Manager Objects
A Load_Manager object manages multiple load cases acting on the substructure. More
than one load case is usually considered in a structural analysis, so a Load_Mahager object
includes a Load_Case_Container object (an instance of the KeySortCltn class) to store load cases.
A Load_Manager object contains the following instance variables and functions (Fig. 5.18).
Instance variables:
(1) theLoad_Case_Container,'an instance of the KeySortCltn class, works as a container
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to hold multiple Load_Cases in the substructure. It holds associations of
Load_Case_Labels with Load_Case objects (Fig. 5.19).
Public functions:
(1) Load_Manager (anotherLoad_Manager);
To construct a Load_Manager object by copying another Load_Manager object.
Load_Manager ( );
To construct an empty Load_Manager object.
(2) getNumberOfLoadCases ( );
This function is used by the Load_Case_Manager object to obtain the number of
load cases.
(3) getLoad_CaseWithLabel (aLoad_Case_Label);
This function is used to obtain a Load_Case object by its label.
(4) getLoad_CaseAt (anlnteger);
This function is used by the Load_Case_Manager object to obtain a Load_Case
object by indicating its position in the Load_Case_Container.
(5) createLoad_Case (aLoad_Case_Label);
This function is used by the Load_Case_Manager object to create a new Load_Case
object in the Load_Case_Container.
(6) getLoad_Case_LabeIAt (anfnteger);
This function is used by the Load_Case_Manager object to retrieve a
Load_Case_Label by indicating its position in the Load_Case_Container.
(7) storeLoad (aLoad_Case_Label, aLoad_Labef, aLoad);
This function is used by the Load_Case_Manager object to store a Load object. The
Load_Manager stores the Load object in the correct Load_Case.
(8) getNumberOfLoads (aLoad_Case_Label);
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This function is used by the Load_Case_Manager object to obtain the number of
load objects in a Load_Case object. Using the Load_Case_Label, a particular Load_
Case can be retrieved and the number of Load objects in the Load_Case can be
determined.
(9) getLoadWithLabel (aLoad_Case_Label, aLoad_Labe/);
This function is used to retrieve a Load object from a particular Load_Case. Using
the Load_Case_Label, the Load_Case object can be retrieved from the
Load_Case_Container, and the Load object can be retrieved by its label from the
Load_Case object.
(10) getLoadAt (aLoad_Case_Label, anlnteger);
This function is used by the Load_Case_Manager object to retrieve a Load object
from a particular Load_Case. Using the Load_ease_Label, the Load_Case object
can be retrieved from the Load_Case_Container, and the Load object can be
retrieved by indicating its position in the Load_Case.
(11) copyLoad_Case (Load_CaseJabeL 1, Load_Case_LabeL2);
This function is used to copy one load case, with Load_Case_LabeL1, to a new load
case, with Load_Case_Label_2. If the load case corresponding to Load_Case_
Label_1 is undefined or does not exist (there is no Load_Case_1), the function
makes a new Load_Case object that is empty (has no Load objects in it).
5.3.6 Load_Case Objects
A Load_Case object is a container to store a number of Load objects. For example, if a
load case contains ten individual loads (e.g. ten concentrated loads), then the Load_Case object
creates ten associations, each association includes the label of a Load object and the Load object
(Fig. 5.20). A Load_Case object contains the following instance variables and functions (Fig. 5.21):
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Instance Variables:
(1) Load_Case_Label is an instance of the String class of the NIH class library, and is
an identifier for the Load_Case object.
(2) theLoad_Container is an instance of the KeySortCltn class of the NIH class library.
The container holds all the Load objects acting on the substructure under a load
case.
Public functions:
(1) Load_Case (aLoad_Case_Label);
To construct a Load_Case object by providing a Load_Case_Label.
Load_Case (anotherLoad_Case);
To construct a Load_Case object by copying another Load_Case object.
(2) getLoad_Case_Label ( );
This function is used by the Load_Manager object to obtain the Load_Case_Label.
(3) getNumberOfLoads ( );
This function is used by the Load_Manager object to obtain the number of Load
objects held in theLoad_Container.
(4) getLoadWithLabel (aLoad_Label);
This function is used by the Load_Manager object to retrieve a Load object by label.
(5) getLoadAt (anlnteger);
This function is used by the Load_Manager object to retrieve a Load object by
indicating its position in theLoad_Container.
(6) storeLoad (aLoad_Label, aLoad);
This function is used by the Load_Manager object to store a Load object in
theLoad_Container using its label.
(7) removeLoad (aLoad_Label);
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This function is used by the Load_Manager object to remove a Load object from
theLoad_Container by indicating its label.
5.3.7 Load Objects
A Load object represents a single load.. Three types of load objects are considered:
Node_Loads, which are loads acting directly on nodes, Element_Loads, which are distributed loads
acting on elements, and SE_Loads, which are initial boundary forces for superelements, required
to equilibrate forces applied within superelements and restrain the superelement boundary
displacements. A SE_Load corresponds to a Load_Case defined for the lower level ST from which
the SE is developed. Fig 5.22 shows the three load types. The three load types (Fig. 5.23) are
discussed in the following three sections.
5.3.7.1 Node_Load Objects
A Node_Load object contains the following instance variables and functions.
Instance variables:
(1) Node_Label is an instance of the String class of the NIH class library. It is both the
identifier of the Node object which is subjected to the Node_Load, and the identifier
of the Node_Load object.
(2) F)(1 FY' Fz' Mx' MY' and Mz represent the six components acting on the six OaF of the
Node. If all of the OaF of the Node are "r" type, or "p" type, then Fx' Fy, and Fz are
three forces and Mx' My, and Mz are three moments acting on the Node in the
direction of the substructure coordinate axes. If any of the oaF are "y" type, then
the corresponding component is taken as the specified displacement for that oaF.
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Public functions:
(1) Node_Load (aNode_Label, Fx' FY' Fz' MX' MY' MzJ;
To construct a Node_Load object by providing a Node_Label and six components.
Node_Load (anotherNode_Load);
To construct a Node_Load object by copying another Node_Load.
(2) getLabel ( );
The function is used by the Load_Case object to obtain the Node_Label for the load.
(3) getComponent (aninteger);
The function is used to obtain the magnitude of a force or a specified displacement
component by indicating an integer (1-6).
5.3.7.2 ElemenCLoad Objects
A Element_Load contains the following instance variables and functions.
Instance variables:
(1) ElemenLLabel is the identifier of both the Element_Load and the Element object on
which it acts.
(2) wx' WY' wp mx' mY' and mz represent the force and moment magnitudes acting on the
span of the Element object.
Public functions:
(1) ElemenLLoad (anElemenLLabel, wx' WY' wp mX' mY' mzJ;
To construct an ElemenCLoad object by providing an Element_Label and six span
loads.
ElemenLLoad (anotherElemenLLoad);
To construct an Element_Load object by copying another ElemenCLoad.
(2) getLabel ( );
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The function is used by the Load_Case object to obtain the ElemenCLabel for the
load.
(3) getForce (aninteger);
The function is used to obtain the magnitude of a force component by indicating an
integer (1-6).
5.3.7.3 SE_Load Objects
'A SE_Load contains the following instance variables and functions.
Instance variables:
(1) SE_Label is the identifier of both the SE_Load and the SE object on which it acts.
It indicates the SE that produces the SE_Load for the higher level ST.
(2) Lower_LeveLLoad_Case_Labelindicates the Load_Case in the lower level ST from
which the SE_Load is obtained.
Public functions:
(1) SE_Load (aSE_Label, aLower_Level_ Load _Case_Label);
To construct a SE_Load object by providing aSE_Label as well as the label of the
Load_Case in the lower level ST that produces the SE_Load.
SE_Load (anotherSE_Load);
To construct a SE_Load by copying another SE_Load.
(2) getLabel ( );
This function is used by the Load_Case object to obtain the SE_Label for the load.
(3) geLLower_LeveLLoad_Case_Label ( );
This function is used to retrieve the label of the lower level Load_Case from which
the SE_Load is calculated. The purpose of this function is to identify a lower level
Load_Case (stored in the ST corresponding to the SET from which the SE is
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developed). The initial boundary forces for this load case are taken as the SE_Load.
5.3.8 Vector_Manager Objects
A Vector_Manager object stores multiple Load_Case_ Vector objects, each of which
corresponds to a Load_Case object. A Vector_Manager object includes an instance of the
KeySortCltn class of the NIH class library to store Load_Case_Vector objects (Fig. 5.24).
Instance variable:
(1) theLoad_Case_Vector_Container is an instance of KeySortCltn object, and holds
associations between key objects, which are Load_Case_Labelobjects, and value
objects, which are Load_Case_Vector objects, each Load_Case_Vector object
includes six vectors (R, r, V, y, P, p), and corresponds to a Load_Case object.
Public functions:
(1) VectocManager (r_number, y_number, p_number);
To construct a Vector_Manager object using the number of "r" type OOF, "y" type
OOF, and "p" type OOF.
Vector_Manager (anotherVM);
To construct a VectocManager by copying another Vector_Manager object.
(2) getLoad_Case_ VectorWithLabel (aLoad_Case_Label);
This function is used by the Load_Case_Manager object to get a Load_Case_Vector
by its Load_Case_Label.
(3) getLoad_Case_ VectorAt (anlnteger);
This function is used by the Load_Case_Manager object to get a Load_Case_Vector
by indicating its position in the Load_Case_Vector_Container.
(4) createLoad_Case_Vector (aLoad_Case_Label);
This function is used by the Load_Case_Manager object to create a
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Load_Case_Vector object, and store the object in the Load_Case_Vector_Container.
(5) copyLoad_Case (Load_Case_LabeL1, Load_Case_LabeL2);
This function is used to copy one load case, with Load_Case_LabeL1, to a new load
case, with Load_Case_Label_2. If the load case corresponding to Load_Case_
LabeU is undefined or does not exist there is no Load_Case_1), the function
makes a new Load_Case object that is empty (has no Load objects in it).
The following VectocManagerfunctions are used by the Load_Case_Manager to send information
that is managed by the Load_Case_Vector objects.
(6) storeWhole_R_VectWithLoad_Case_Label (aLoad_Case_Label, R_ Vector);
To store updated R_Vector with Load_Case_Label.
(7) storeWholeJ_ VectWithLoad_Case_Label (aLoad_Case_Label, r_ Vector);
To store updated C Vector with Load_Case_Label.
(8) storeWhole_ Y_ VectWithLoad_Case_Label (aLoad_Case_Label, Y_ Vector);
To store updated Y_Vector with Load_Case_Label.
(9) storeWhole_y_VectWithLoad_Case_Label (aLoad_Case_Label, y_Vector);
To store updated y_Vector with Load_Case_Label.
(10) storeWhole_P_ VectWithLoad_Case_Label (aLoad_Case_Label, P_ Vector);
To store updated P_Vector with Load_Case_Label.
(11) storeWhole_p_VectWithLoad_Case_Label (aLoad_Case_Label, p_ Vector);
To store updated p_Vector with Load_Case_Label.
The following Vector_Manager functions are used by the Load_Case_Manager object to retrieve
information that is managed by the Load_Case_ Vector objects.
(12) getWhole_R_ VectByLoad_Case_Label (aLoad_Case_Label);
To retrieve an entire R_Vector under a load case by indicating its label.
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(13) getWhole_r_ VectByLoad_Case_Label (aLoad_Case_Label);
To retrieve an entire r_Vector under a load case by indicating its label.
(14) getWhole_ Y_ VectByLoad_Case_Label (aLoad_Case_Label);
To retrieve an entire Y_Vector under a load cas~ by indicating its label.
(15) getWhole_y_ VectByLoad_Case_Label (aLoad_Case_Label);
To retrieve an entire y_Vector under a load case by indicating its label.
(16) getWhole_P_ VectByLoad_Case_Label (aLoad_ Case_Label);
To retrieve an entire P_Vector under a load case by indicating its label.
(17) getWhole_p_ VectByLoad_Case_Label (aLoad_Case_Label);
To retrieve an entire p_Vector under a load case by indicating its label.
(18) getDataFrom_R_VectAt (aLoad_Case_Label, anlnteger);
To retrieve an element of the R_Vector under a load case by specifying an index
pointing to the position of the element in the R_Vector and the Load_Case_Label.
(19) getDataFrom_r_ VectAt (aLoad_Case_Label, anlndex);
To retrieve an element of the r_Vector under a load case by specifying an index
pointing to the position of the element in the cVector and the Load_Case_Label.
(20) getDataFrom_ Y_ VectAt (aLoad_Case_Label, anlndex);
To retrieve an element of the Y_Vector under a load case by specifying an index
pointing to the position of the element in the Y_Vector and the Load_Case_Label.
(21) getDataFrom_y_VectAt (aLoad_Case_Label, anlndex);
To retrieve an element of the y_Vector under a load case by specifying an index
pointing to the position of the element in the y_Vector and the Load_Case_Label.
(22) getDataFrom_P_ VectAt (aLoad_Case_Label, anlndex);
To retrieve an element of the P_Vector under a load case by specifying an index
pointing to the position of the element in the P_Vector and the Load_Case_Label.
(23) getDataFrom_p_VectAt (aLoad_Case_Label, anlndex);
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To retrieve an element of the p_Vector under a load case by specifying an index
..
pointing to the position of the element in the p_Vector and the Load_Case_Label.
The following Vector_Manager functions are used by the Load_Case_Manager object to modify
the force and displacement vectors:
(24) addDataTo_R_Vector (aLoad_Case_Label, aDOFlndex, ForceValue);
To add data to an element of the R_Vector under a load case by indicating the
Load_Case_Label and a position in the vector.
(25) addDataTo_c Vector (aLoad_Case_Label, aDOFlndex, DisplacementValue);
To add data to an element of the cVector under a load case by indicating the
Load_Case_Label and a position in the vector.
(26) addDataTo_ Y_ Vector (aLoad_Case_Label, aDOFlndex, ForceValue);
To add data to an element of the Y_Vector under a load case by indicating the
Load_Case_Label and a position in the vector.
(27) addDataTo_y_ Vector (aLoad_Case_Label, aDOFlndex, DisplacementValue);
To add data to an element of the y-Vector under a load case by indicating the
Load_Case_Label and a position in the vector.
(28) addDataTo_P_ Vector (aLoad_Case_Label, aDOFlndex, ForceValue);
To add data to an element of the P_Vector under a load case by indicating the
Load_Case_Label and a position in the vector.
(29) addDataTo_p_ Vector (aLoad_Case_label, aDOFlndex, DisplacementValue);
To add data to an element of the p_Vector under a load case by indicating the
Load_Case_Label and a position in the vector.
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5.3.9 Load_ease_Vector Objects
A Load_Case_ Vector object corresponds to a Load_Case object and contains six vectors:
• The R vector stores known forces acting on "r" type DOF;
• The r vector stores displacements of "r" type OOF;
• The V vector stores reaction forces acting on "y" type OOF;
• The y vector stores known displacements of "y" type OOF;
• The P vector stores forces acting on "p" type OOF;
• The p vector stores displacements of "p" type OOF.
A Load_Case_Vector object contains the following instance variables and functions (Fig.
5.25).
Instance variables:
(1) Load_Case_Label is an instance of the String class of the NIH class library. This
label is the identifier of the Load_Case_Vector and the corresponding Load_Case
object.
(2) R_ Vector stores known forces acting on "r" type OOF.
(3) r_ Vector stores displacements of "r" type OOF.
(4) Y_ Vector stores reaction forces acting on "y" type OOF.
(5) y_ Vector stores known displacements of "y" type OOF.
(6) P_Vector stores forces acting on "p" type OOF.
(7) p_Vector stores displacements of "p" type OOF.
Public functions:
(1) Load_Case_ Vector (r_number, y_number, p_number);
To construct a Load_Case_Vector object by specifying the number of "r" type, "y"
type, and "p" type DOF.
Load_Case_Vector (anotherLCV);
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To construct a Load_Case_Vector by copying another Load_Case_Vector object.
The following Load_Case_Vector functions are used by the Vector_Manager object to send
information to a Load_Case_Vector object:
(2) storeWhole_R_ Vect (R_ Vector);
To store updated R_Vector.
(3) storeWhole_c Vect (cVector);
To store updated r_Vector.
(4) storeWhole_ Y_ Vect (Y_ Vector);
To store updated Y_Vector.
(5) storeWhole_y_Vect (y_ Vector);
To store updated y_Vector.
(6) storeWhole_P_Vect (P- Vector);
To store updated P_Vector.
(7) storeWhole_p_ Vect (p_ Vector);
To store updated p_Vector.
The following Load_Case_Vector functions are used by the Vector_Manager object to retrieve
information from a Load_Case_Vector object:
(8) getWhole_R_ Vect ( );
To retrieve an entire R_Vector.
(9) getWholeJ_ Vect ( );
To retrieve an entire r_Vector.
(10) getWhole_ Y_ Vect ( );
To retrieve an entire Y_Vector.
(11) getWhole_y_ Vect ( );
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To retrieve an entire y_Vector.
"
(12) getWhole_P_Veet ( );
To retrieve an entire P_Vector.
(13) getWhole_p_Veet ( );
To retrieve an entire p_Vector.
(14) getOataFrom_R_VeetAt (anlndex);
To retrieve an element of the R_Vector by specifying an index pointing to the
position of the element in the R_Vector.
(15) getOataFrom_r_VeetAt (anlndex);
To retrieve an element of the r_Vector by specifying an index pointing to the position
of the element in the r_Vector.
(16) getOataFrom_ Y_VectAt (anlndex);
To retrieve an element of the Y_Vector by specifying an index pointing to the
position of the element in the Y_Vector.
(17) getOataFrom_y_ VeetAt (anlndex);
To retrieve an element of the y-Vector by specifying an index pointing to the position
of the element in the y-Vector.
(18) getOataFrom_P_ VectAt (anlndex);
To retrieve an element of the P_Vector by specifying an index pointing to the
position of the element in the P_Vector.
(19) getOataFrom_p_VectAt (anlndex);
To retrieve an element of the p_Vector by specifying an index pointing to the position
of the element in the p_Vector.
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The following Load_Case_Vector functions are used by the Vector_Manager object to modify force
and displacement vectors:
(20) addDataTo_R_ Vector (anlndex, ForceValue);
To add data to an element of the R_Vector by indicating a position.
(21) addDataTo_r_Vector (anlndex, DisplacementValue);
To add data to an element of the C Vector by indicating a position.
(22) addDataTo_ Y_ Vector (anlndex, ForceValue);
To add data to an element of the Y_Vector by indicating a position.
(23) addDataTo_y_Vector (anlndex, DisplacementValue);
To add data to an element of the y_Vector by indicating a position.
(24) addDataTo_P_ Vector (anlndex, ForceValue);
To add data to an element of the P_Vector by indicating a position.
(25) addDataTo_p_Vector (anlndex, DisplacementValue);
To add data to an element of the p_Vector by indicating a position.
5.3.10 R_Vector Objects
A R_Vector object stores known forces acting on "r" type OOF. The size of R_Vector is
determined by r_number, which is the number of "r" type DOF. To reduce the number of vectors
that are managed by a Load_Case_Vector object, the R_Vector includes both external forces and
initial forces (Le. it includes R-Ro)' The R_Vector is initialized to zero when it is constructed and
is then filled by the Load_Case_Manager function build_Load_Case_ Vectors ( ) described in
Chapter 6, which processes Node_Load objects (that contribute to R), and Element_Load and
SE_Load objects (that contribute to Ro)'
Instance variables (Fig.5.26):
(1) cnumberdetermines the dimension of the R_Vector.
(2) R is an array to store data.
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Public functions:
(1) R_ Vector (r_number);
To construct a R_Vector object by specifying the number of "r" type OOF.
R_ Vector (another_R_ Vector);
To construct a R_Vector object by copying another one.
(2) addData (forceValue, aDOF_lndex);
This function is used by the Load_Case_Vector object to add data to an element of
the R_Vector by specifying the position in the vector (aOOF_Index).
(3) zeroData (aDOF_lndex);
This function is used by the Load_Case_Vector object to zero an element of the
R_Vector by specifying the position in the vector (aOOF_Index).
(4) getData (aDOF_lndex);
This function is used by the Load_Case_Vector object to return the data from an
element of the R_Vector by specifying the position in the vector (aOOF_Index).
5.3.11 r_Vector Objects
A C Vector stores the displacements determined for the lOr" type OOF. The size of r_Vector
is determined by r_number. The r_Vector is initialized to zero when it is constructed, and its values
are determined by the substructure analysis (Chapter 6).
Instance variables (Fig.5.27):
(1) r_number determines the dimension of the r_Vector.
(2) r is an array to store data.
Public functions:
(1) r_ Vector (enumber);
To construct a C Vector object by specifying the number of "r" type OOF.
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r_ Vector (anotheccnumber);
To construct a r_Vector object by copying another one.
(2) addData (displacementValue, aDOF_lndex);
This function is used by the Load_Case_Vector object to add data to an element of
the r_Vector by specifying the position in the vector (aDOF_Index).
(3) zeroData (aDOF_lndex);
This function is used by the Load_Case_Vector object to zero an element of the
r_Vector by specifying the position in the vector (aDOF_Index).
(4) getData (aDOF_lndex);
This function is used by the Load_Case_Vector object to return the data from an
element of the C Vector by specifying the position in the vector (aDOF_Index).
5.3.12 V_Vector Objects
A V_Vector stores reaction forces on "y" type DOF. The size of V_Vector is determined
by y-number. The V_Vector is initialized to zero when it is constructed, and then it is filled by the
Load_Case_Manager function build_Load_Case_Vectors ( ), described in Chapter 6, which
processes Element_Load objects and SE_Load objects (that contribute to Yo)' The substructure
analysis (Chapter 6) then determines additional reaction forces and adds these into the V_Vector.
To reduce the number of vectors that are managed by the Load_Case_Vector object, the V_Vector
includes the effect of initial forces directly at the beginning of the analysis (Le. it includes Yo)'
Instance variables (Fig.5.28):
(1) y_number determines the dimension of the R_Vector.
(2) Y is an array to store data.
Public functions:
(1) Y_ Vector (y_number);
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To construct a Y_Vector object by specifying the number of "y" type DOF.
Y_ Vector (another_ Y_ Vector);
To construct a Y_Vector object by copying another one.
(2) addData (forceValue, aDOF_lndex);
This function is used by the Load_Case_Vector object to add data to an element of
the Y_Vector by specifying the position in the vector (aDOF_Index).
(3) zeroData (aDOF_lndex);
This function is used by the Load_Case_Vector object to zero an element of the
Y_Vector by specifying the position in the vector (aDOF_Index).
(4) getData (aDOF_lndex);
This function is used by the Load_Case_Vector object to return the data from an
element of the Y_Vector by specifying the position in the vector (aDOF_Index).
5.3.13 y-Vector Objects
A y_Vector object stores known displacements of "y" type DOF. The size y-Vector is
determined by y_number.
Instance variables (Fig.5.29):
(1) y_number determines the dimension of the y_Vector.
(2) y is an array to store data.
Public functions:
(1) y_ Vector (y_number);
To construct a y-Vector object by specifying the number of "y" type DOF.
y_Vector (anothecy_number);
To construct a y-Vector object by copying another one.
(2) addData (displacementValue, aDOF_lndex);
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This function is used by the Load_Case_Vector object to add data to an element of
the y-Vector by specifying the position in the vector (aOOF_Index).
(3) zeroData (aDOF_lndex);
This function is used by the Load_Case_Vector object to zero an element of the
y-Vector by specifying the position in the vector (aOOF_Index).
(4) getData (aDOF_lndex);
This function is used by the Load_Case_Vector object to return the data from an
element of the y-Vector by specifying the position in the vector (aOOF_Index).
5.3.14 P_Vector Objects
A P_Vector stores reaction forces on "p" type OOF. The size of P_Vector is determined
by p_number. The P_Vector is initialized to zero when it is constructed, and~en it is filled by the
Load_Case_Manager function build_Load_Case_ Vectors ( ), described in Chapter 6, which
processes ElemenCLoad objects and SE_Load objects (that contribute to Po)' The substructure
analysis (Chapter 6) then determines additional reaction forces and adds these into the P_Vector.
To reduce the number of vectors that are managed by the Load_Case_Vector object, the P_Vector
includes the effect of initial forces directly at the beginning of the analysis (Le. it includes Po).
Instance variables (Fig. 5.30):
(1) p_number determines the dimension of the P_Vector.
(2) P is an array to store data.
Public functions:
(1) P_ Vector (p_number);
To construct a P_Vector object by specifying the number of "p" type OOF.
P_Vector (another_P_ Vector);
To construct a P_Vector object by copying another one.
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(2) addData (forceValue, aDOF_lndex);
This fun~tion is used by the Load_Case_Vector object to add data to an element of
the P_Vector by specifying the position in the vector (aOOFJndex).
(3) zeroData (aDOF_lndex);
This function is used by the Load_Case_Vector object to zero an element of the
P_Vector by specifying the position in the vector (aOOF_Index).
(4) getData (aDOF_lndex);
This function is used by the Load_Case_Vector object to return the data from an
element of the P_Vector by specifying the position in the vector (aOOF_Index).
5.3.15 p_Vector Objects
A p_ Vector object stores the displacements determined for "p" type OOF. The size of
p_Vector is determined by p_number. As discussed in Chapter 3, when the current level
substructure analysis is carried out (ex case), the elements of p_Vector are assumed to be zero.
The values in p_Vector are determined in a higher level substructure analysis.
Instance variables (Fig.5.31):
(1) p_number determines the dimension of the p_Vector.
(2) p is an array to store data.
Public functions:
(1) p_Vector (p_number);
To construct a p_Vector object by specifying the number of "p" type OOF.
p_ Vector (anothecp_number);
To construct a p_Vector object by copying another one.
(2) addData (displacementValue, aDOF_lndex);
This function is used by the Load_Case_Vector object to add data to an element of
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the p_Vector by specifying the position in the vector (aOOF-'ndex).
(3) zeroOata (aOOF_lndex);
This function is used by the Load_Case_Vector object to zero an element of the
p_Vector by specifying the position in the vector (aOOF_Index).
(4) getData (aOOF_lndex);
This function is used by the Load_Case_Vector object to return the data from an
element of the p_Vector by specifying the position in the vector (aOOF_Index).
5.3.16 Summary of ST Object And Objects Associated With ST Object
A SGT object describes a group of substructures with identical geometry and materials,
and a ST represents substructures with identical geometry, materials, and loading. A 8T works
with several other objects to carry out a substructure analysis:
• SGT describes the substructure geometry and materials in terms of Node, Element,
and SE objects;
• OOF_Manager stores and organizes the OOF;
• Load_Case_Manager stores and organizes loads acting on the ST, using a
Load_Manager and a Vector_Manager;
• Load_Manager manages multiple Load_Case objects;
• Load_Case manages multiple Load objects;
• Load represents one load event;
• VectocManager manages multiple Load_Case_Vector objects;
• Load_Case_Vector stores a set of vectors (R, r, V, y, P, and p) and corresponds to
a Load_Case object;
• R_ Vector stores known external forces acting on "r" type OOF;
• r_ Vector stores displacements of "r" type OOF;
• Y_ Vector stores reaction forces acting on "y" type OOF;
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• y_ Vector stores known displacements of "y" type OaF;
• P_ Vector stores reaction forces acting on the boundary OaF ( "p" type OaF );
• p_ Vector stores displacements of "p" type OaF.
In Fig. 5.32, a diagram illustrating the organization of these objects is shown. According
to their functions, these objects are divided into several levels. The lower level objects are
designed to support the higher level objects.
5.3.17 SET Objects
Two substructures that have the same ST have a different Superelement Type (SET) if
there is a dissimilarity in their boundary OaF. As shown in Fig. 5.6, the ground floor and the third
floor have the same ST but a different SET because of their different boundary oaF. A SET object
is differentiated from a ST by specifying the boundary oaF (Le., specifying the "p" type OaF). This
implies that the substructure analysis for an ST object will not be conducted until it is associated
with on SET object. As discussed below, one or more SE objects can be developed from a SET.
A SET object contains the following instance variables and functions (Fig. 5.33)
Instance variables:
(1) theST is an instance of the ST class.
(2) SELLabel in an instance of the String class of the NIH class library, and is the
identifier for the SET.
Public functions:
(1) SET (SET_Label, aST);
To construct a SET object by providing a SET_Label and a ST object with which the
SET object is associated.
SET (anotherSET);
To construct a SET object by copying another SET object.
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(2) getNodeWithLabel (aNode_Label);
A SE object uses this function to retrieve a Node object by indicating its label. The
Node object is obtained from theST object.
(3) establish_p_DOF ( );
This function is used by the Global object to set the OaF type for the "p" type OaF
from the initially assumed "r" type to "p" type. This function uses the corresponding
function of the associated ST object (theST). The effect is that in theOaF_Manager
in theST, three groups of oaF ("r" type, "y" type, and "p" type) are set up in the
OaF_Container.
(4) seLr_Type_Indices ( );
The Global object uses this function to set the indices for "r" type OaF in the
OaF_Container, held within theST.
(5) getSET_Label ( );
This function is used by a SE object to return the SET_Label.
(6) getlnitiaLForces (Lower_LeveLLoad_Case_Label);
This function is used by a SE object to obtain the P_Vector (initial substructure
boundary oaF forces) from theST object.
(7) calculatelnternalForces (p_ Vect, aLower_LeveLLoad_Case_Label, Load_Case_
Label);
This function is used by a SE object to have the lower level ST object (theST)
complete the substructure analysis using the boundary displacements in p_Vector.
The displacements in p_Vect correspond to the load case identified by
Load_Case_Label in the higher level substructure which contains the superelement.
The Lower_Level_Load_Case_Label identifies the load case in the lower level
substructure that corresponds to the load case identified by Load_Case_Label in the
higher level substructure.
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(8) getStiffness_Matrix ( );
A SE object uses this function to get the condensed stiffness matrix from theST.
(9) getLowerLevelDOF_TypeWithLabel (aDOF_Label);
A SE object uses this function to get the OOF_Type of a OOF from a boundary node
that belongs to lower level ST associated with the SET from which the SET is
developed.
(10) getLowerLevelDOF_lndexWithLabel (aDOF_Label);
A SE object uses this function to get the lower level OOFjndex of a OOF that
belongs to boundary node of the lower level substructure (theST) from which the SE
is developed.
(11) SubstruetureAnalysis ( );
This function is used by the Global object to carry out the first part of the
substructure analysis (the a case). The algorithm is shown in Chapter 6.
(12) geLp_number ( );
This function is used by a SE object to obtain the size of the p_Vector for the lower
level substructure from which the SE is developed (theST). This is used to create
a new p_Vector to hold the boundary displacements determined by the higher level
substructure. This p_Vector is then returned to the lower level substructure through
the function ealeulatelnternalForees (p_ Veet, aLower_Level_ Load_Case_Label,
Load_Case_Label) as shown in Chapter 6.
5.3.18 SE Objects
A superelement (SE) is developed from a SET. One SE object is needed for each
substructure in the model. SEs are used in creating the next higher level substructure from lower
level substructures.
A SE object contains the following instance variables and functions (Fig. 5.34):
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Instance variables:
(1) theSET is a SET object and from which the SE object is developed.
,
(2) SE_Label is an instance of the String class of the NIH class library, and is the
identifier of the SE~
(3) Boundary_Node_LabetArray is an instance of the KeySortCltn class of the NIH
class library. The array holds associations of labels of the SE boundary nodes.
Each association includes a key object, which is the label of the Node object that
represents a node in the higher level substructure, with a value object, which is the
label of the Node object that represents the same node in. the lower level
substructure. Both Node_Labels are assigned to a particular node, however, one
is for the lower level ST and the other is for the higher level ST.
(4) SE_Stiffness_Matrix is the superelement stiffness matrix shown in Eq. 3.22. The
matrix is initially obtained by the SE object from the ST object associated with
theSET with respect to the superelement (lower level ~ubstructure) coordinate
system. Then, the matrix is transformed to the higher level substructure coordinate
system as shown in Chapter 6.
(5) SE_Transformation_Matrix is a 3-by-3 transformation matrix between the
superelement (lower level substructure) coordinate system and the higher level
substructure coordinate system.
(6) SE_'nitiatForces is a vector of forces required to restrain superelement
displacements and equilibrate forces applied within the superelement (lower level
substructure) coordinate system. The force are initially obtained by the SE object
from the ST object associated with theSET with respect to the superelement (lower
level substructure) coordinate system. Then, they are transformed to the higher
level substructure coordinate system as shown in Chapter 6.
(7) SE_Displacements is a vector of displacements of the SE boundary DOF. The
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displacements are calculated by a higher level substructure in the higher level
substructure local coordinate system.
Public functions:
(1) SE (SE_Label, theSET, Boundary_Node_LabeLArray);
To construct a SE object by providing a SE_Label, a SET object with which the SE
object is associated and the labels of the boundary nodes, including labels for the
higher level substructure and labels for the lower level substructure.
SE (anotherSE);
To construct a SE object by copying another SE object.
(2) getLabel ( );
The function is used to obtain the SE_Label.
(3) formStiffness_Matrix ( );
To form the SE stiffness matrix in the higher ,level substructure local coordinate
system. The matrix is obtained from the lower level substructure (ST) associated
with theSET and is transformed to the higher level substructure coordinate system.
The transformation procedures are carried out by this function. The algorithm is
presented in Chapter 6.
(4) getStiffness_Coefficient (anlntegeO, anlntege(j);
This function is used by a higher level ST to obtain a coefficient of the transformed
superelement stiffness matrix.
(5) getNumberOfNodes ( );
This function is used by a higher level ST object to obtain the number of boundary
nodes of the SE.
(6) getLowerLevelNode_Label (anlnteger);
This function is used by a higher level ST object to obtain a lower level boundary
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Node_Label through an index indicating the position of the Node_Label in the
Boundary_Node_Label_Array.
(7) getNode_Label (anlnteger);
This function is used by a higher level ST object to obtain a current level boundary
Node_Label through an index indicating the position of the Node_Label in the
Boundary_Node_Label_Array.
(8) form_InitiaLForces (aSE_Load);
To form the SE initial forces vector. The forces are initially given to the SE with
respect to the superelement (lower level substructure) coordinate system by the
lower level ST. The forces are transformed to the higher level substructure
coordinate system by this function, as shown in Chapter 6.
(9) geUnitiaLForce_Coefficient (anlnteger);
To return a coefficient from the SE initial force vector by indicating the position of the
coefficient in the vector.
(10) calculatelnternalForces (aSE_Load, aLoad_Case_Label);
This function is used to calculate the SE internal forces given the boundary
displacements in the vector Element_Displacements, and aSE_Load which specifies
-_.- the lower level load case which corresponds to these displacements. This function
is used by a higher level substructure (ST) after a higher level substructure analysis
is completed.
(11) addDataToDisplacements (anlnteger, aValue);
To add data to the SE_Displacements vector.
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Fig. 5.2. Substructure subdivision hierarchy.
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Fig. 5.4. Four substructures with identical geometry
represented by one SGT.
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Fig. 5.5. Two Substructure Types (ST) developed from
one Substructure Geometry Type (SGT).
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Fig. 5.6. Three Superelement Types (SET) developed
from two Substructure Types (STs).
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Fig. 5.7. Object-oriented structural analysis model.
Instance Variables
- OOF_Label; OOF_Type; OOF_Index;
Public functions
I
OOF (OOF_Label,OOF_Type,OOF_Index); I getDOF_Label();
I
OOF (anotherOOF); I getDOF_Type();
I
I getDOF_Index();
~------------------~---------
setDOF_Type (newOOF_Type);
setDOF_Index (newOOF_Index);
Fig. 5.8. DOF object.
Instance Variables
x_Coordinate; y_Coordinate; z_Coordinate;
----------------------------
Node_Label; OOF_Array;
Public functions
Node (Node_label, x_coordinate, y_coordinate, z_coordinate);
Node (anotherNode);
~----------------------------
getNodc_Label ( ) const;
set_x (new_x);
geCx ( ) const;
gets ( ) const;
sets (new...Y);
geCz () const;
getDOF_LabelAt (anInteger) const; seCz (new_z);
Fig. 5.9. Node object.
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Instance Variables
ElemenCLabel;
Node_Labels;
E; A; I;
ElemenCStlffness_Matrix;
ElemenCTransfonnation_Matrlx;
ElemenCinitiaCForces;
ElemenCDisplacements;
Public Functions '
Element (anElemenCLabel, i_Node, LNode, reference_Node, ~,I, A);
Element (anotberElement);
~--------------------~--------
getLabel ( );
getNnmberOfNodes ( );
getNode_Label (anInteger)j
formStilIness_Matrix ( );
getStilIness_Coefficient (anInteger_l, anInteger..J );
form_Initial_Forces (anElemenCLoad);
geCInitial_Force_Coefficient (anInteger);
calcnlateInternalForces (anElemenCLoad, tbeLoad_Case_Label);
addDataToDlsplacements (anInteger, aValne);
Fig. 5.10. Element object.
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Instance Variables
theNode_Container;
theElement_Container;
theSE_Container;
Public Functions
SGT (aSGT_Label);
SGT (anotberSGT);
---------------------------------
getSGT_Label ()j
~--------------------------------
lsTbeNode_In (aNode_Label)j
isTbeElemenCIn (anElemenCLabel)j
isTbeSE_In (aSE_Label);
---------------------------------
storeNode (aNode_object)j
storeElement (anElemenCobject);
storeSE (aSE_object);
---------------------------------
getNumberOlNodes ( )j
getNumberOlElements ( )j
getNumberOfSEs ( );
~--------------------------------
getNodeWitbLabel (aNode_Label);
getElementWitbLabel (anElemenCLabel);
getSE_WltbLabel (aSE_Label);
getNode_At (anlnteger);
getElement_At (anlnteger);
getSE_At (anlnteger);
Fig. 5.11. Substructure Geometry Type (SGT) object.
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Instance Variables
ST_Labelj
theSGT;
theDOF_Managerj
theLoad_Case_Manage;
SubstrucStifInessj
Public Functions
ST (ST_Label, aSGT)j
ST (anotherST)j
----------------------------------
getST_Label ();
getNodeWlthLabel (aNode_label)j
getStiffness_Matrlx ( )j
buildDOF_Container ()j
establish-y_DOF ( )j
setDOF_TypeFromJ_to_p (aDOF_Label);
setJ_TypeIndices ()j
getDOF_TypeWithLabel (aDOF_Labal);
getDOF_IndexWithLabel (aDOF_Labal)j
buildLoad_Cases ()j
buildLoad_CaseYectors ( )j
getlnitial_Forces (aCurrenCLeveCLoad_Case_Label);
SubstructureAnalysis ( )j
LowerLevelSubstructureAnalysisCompletion(p_Vector,
CurrenCLevel_Load_Case_Label, IDgher_Level_Load_Case_Label)j
H1ghestLevelSubstructureAnalysisCompletion ( )j
Other Functions
assembleStiffness_Matrix ( )j
assembleElemStiflMatrix (anElement)j
calculateElemInternaIForces (theElement, theLoad_Case_Label)j
getMatrixIndexWithDOF_Label (aDOF_Label)j
Fig. 5.12. Substructure Type CST) object.
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Instance Variables
Y_Dumberj p_Dumber;
Public Functions
DOF_Manager (anotherDOF_Manager)j
~---------------------------------
createDOF_Object (aDOF_Label);
~---------------------------------
get.)'_Dumber ( )j
getJ_Dumber(); ..
geCp_"umber ( )j
----------------------------------
getDOF3ypeAt (anInteger);
getDOF_IndexWithDOF_Label (aDOF_Label);
Fig. 5.13. DOF_Manager object.
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Instance Variables
theLoad_Manager;
theVector_Manager;
Public Functions
Load_Case_Manager (the_r_number, the_V_number, the_p_number);
Load_Case_Manager (anotherLoad_Case_Manager);
~------------------------~--------
getNumberOfLoadCase ( );
getLoad_Case_LabelAt (anInteger);
copyLoad_Case (Load_Case_Label_I, Load_Case_Label_2);
storeWhole_R_VectWlthLoad_Case_Label (aLoad_Case_Label, R_Vector);
storeWhole_r_VectWltbLoad_Case_Label(aLoad_Case_Label, r_Vector);
storeWhole_Y_VectWlthLoad_Case_Label (aLoad_Case_Label, Y_Vector);
storeWhole-y_VectWlthLoad_Case_Label (aLoad_Case_Label, y_Vector);
storeWhole_P_VectWlthLoad_Case_Label (aLoad_Case_Label, P_Vector);
storeWhole_p_VectWlthLoad_Case_Label (aLoad_Case_Label, p_Vector);
bulldLoad_Case_Vectors (theSGT, theDOF_Manager);
-------------------------~--------
getWbole_R_VectByLoad_Case_Label (aLoad_Case_Label);
getWholeJ_VectByLoad_Case_Label (aLoad_Case_Label);
getWbole_Y_VectByLoad_Case_Label (aLoad_Case_Label);
getWhole-y_VectByLoad_Case_Label (aLoad_Case_Label);
getWhole_P_VectByLoad_Case_Label (aLoad_Case_Label);
getWhole_p_VectByLoad_Case_Label (aLoad_Case_Label);
getDataFrom_R_VectAt (aLoad_Case_Label, anInteger);
getDataFromJ_VectAt (aLoad_Case_Label, anInteger);
getDataFrom_Y_VectAt (aLoad_Case_Label, anlnteger);
getDataFrom-y_VectAt (aLoad_Case_Label, anlnteger);
getDataFrom_P_VectAt (aLoad_Case_Label, anInteger);
getDataFrom_p_VectAt (aLoad_Case_Label, anInteger);
storeLoad (aLoad_Case_Label, aLoad_Label, aLoad);
createLoad_Case (aLoad_Case_Label);
getLoadWlthLabel (aLoad_Case_Label, aLoad_Label);
Other Functions
processElemLoad (theElement, theLoad, theLoad_Case_Label, theSGT
theDOF_Manager);
Fig. 5.17. Load_ease_Manager object.
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Instance Variables
theLoad_Case_Container;
Public Functions
Load_Manager (anotherLoad_Manager);
Load_Manager ( );
~--------------------------
getNumberOfLoadCase ( );
getLoad_CaseWithLabel (aLoad_Case_Label);
getLoad_CaseAt (anlnteger);
createLoad_Case (aLoad_Case_Label);
getLoad_Case_LabelAt (anlnteger);
storeLoad (aLoad_Case_Label, aLoad_Label, aLoad);
getNumberOfLoads (aLoad_Case_Label);
getLoadWithLabel (aLoad_Case_Label, aLoad_Label);
getLoadAt (aLoad_Case_Label, anlnteger);
copyLoad_Case (Load_Case_Label_l, Load_Case_label_2);
Fig. 5.18. Load_Manager object.
Key Objects
( Load_Case labels )
Value Objects
( Load_Case objects)
theLoad_Case_Container
Fig. 5.19. Load_Case container object.
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Fig. 5.20. Load_Container object.
Instance Variables
Load_Case_Label; theLoad_Container;
Public Functions
Load_Case (aLoad_Case_Label);
Load_Case (anotherLoad_Case);
~------------------
getLoad_Case_Label ( );
getNnmberOfLoads ( );
getLoadWithLabel (aLoad_Label);
getLoadAt (anInteger);
storeLoad (aLoad_Label, aLoad);
removeLoad (aLoad_Label);
Fig. 5.21. Load_Case object.
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Fig. 5.22. Three types of loads.
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Instance Variables
Node_Label;
Fx; &j Fx; M x; M,.; M.j
Public Functions
Node_Load (aNode_Label, F;, li;, E, M.,~,Mz)
getLabel ()
getComponent (anlnteger)
Instance Variables
ElemenCLabelj
WI; "'\-; WI; IDx; m,.j IDxj
Public Functions
ElemenCLoad (anEIemencLabel, w. w" w"m, m l m~
getLabel ()
getForce (anlnteger)
ElemenCLoad
Instance Variables
Superelement_Labelj
Lower_Level_Load_Case_Label;
Public Functions
SE_Load (aSE_Label, aLower_Level_Load_Case_Label)
geCLabel ()
geCLower_Level_Load_Case_Label ( )
Fig. 5.23. Load objects.
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Instance Variables
Public Functions
Vector_Manager (r_number, Y_number, p_number)j
Vector_Manager (anotberVM)j
-----------------------------------------
getLoad_Case_VectorWitbLabel (aLoad_Case_Label);
getLoad_Case_VectorAt (anInteger);
createLoad_Case_Vector(aLoad_Case_Label)j
storeWhole_R_VectWitbLoad_Case_Label (aLoad_Case_Label, R_Vector);
storeWholeJ_VectWitbLoad_Case_Label (aLoad_Case_Label, R_Vector);
storeWhole_Y_VectWithLoad_Case_Label (aLoad_Case_Label, R_Vector);
storeWhole-y_VectWithLoad_Case_Label (aLoad_Case_Label, R_Vector);
storeWhole_P_VectWitbLoad_Case_Label (aLoad_Case_Label, R_Vector);
getWhole_r_VectByLoad_Case_Label (aLoad_Case_Label)j
getWhole_Y_VectByLoad_Case_Label (aLoad_Case_Label);
getWhole_p_VectByLoad_Case_Label (aLoad_Case_Label);
getDataFrom_R_VectAt (aLoad_Case_Label, anInteger)j
getDataFromJ_VectAt (aLoad_Case_Label, anInteger)j
getDataFrom-y_VectAt (aLoad_Case_Label, anInteger);
getDataFrom_P_VectAt (aLoad_Case_Label, anInteger);
getDataFrom_p_VectAt (aLoad_Case_Label, anInteger)j
~----------------------------------------
addDataTo_R_Vector (aLoad_Case_Label, aDOFlndex, ForceValue);
addDataToJ_Vector (aLoad_Case_Label, aDOFlndex, DisplacementValue)j
addDataTo_Y_Vector (aLoad_Case_Label, aDOFlndex, ForceValne);
addDataTo-y_Vector (aLoad_Case_Label, aDOFlndex, DisplacementValue);
addDataTo_P_Vector (aLoad_Case_Label, aDOFlndex, ForceValue);
addDataTo_p_Vector (aLoad_Case_Label, aDOFlndex, DisplacementValue);
Fig. 5.24. Vector_Manager object.
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Instance Variables
Load_Case_Label;
R_Vector;
r_Vector;
Y_Vectorj
y_Vector;
P_Vector;
p_Vectorj
Public Functions
~---------------------------------
storeWhole_R_Vect (R_Vector)j
storeWhole_r_Vect (r_Vector);
storeWbole_Y_Vect (Y_Vector);
storeWhole-y_Vect (y_Vector);
storeWbole_P_Vect (P_Vector);
storeWhole_p_Vect (p_Vector)j
getWhole_R_Vect();
getWholeJ_Vect ();
getWhole_Y_Vect();
getWhole-y_Vect ()j
getWhole_P_Vect ( );
getWhole_p_Vect ( )j
getDataFrom_R_VectAt (anIndex)j
getDataFromJ_VectAt (anIndex);
getDataFrom_Y_VectAt (anIndex);
getDataFrom-y_VectAt (anIndex)j
getDataFrom_P_VectAt (anIndex);
getDataFrom_p_VectAt (anIndex);
----------------------------------
addDataTo_R_Vector (anIndex, ForceValue);
addDataTo_r_Vector (anIndex, DlsplacementValue);
addDataTo_Y_Vector (anIndex, ForceValue);
addDataTo-y_Vector (anIndex, DlsplacementValue)j
addDataTo_P_Vector (anIndex, ForceValue)j
addDataTo_p_Vector (anIndex, DlsplacementValue);
Fig. 5.25. Load_Case_Vector object.
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Instance Variables
r_number; R;
Public Functions
R_Vector (r_number);
R_Vector (another_R_Vector);
addData (forceVaIue, aDOF_Index);
zeroData (aDOF_Index);
getData (aDOF_Index);
Fig. 5.26. R_Vector object.
Instance Variables
r_number; r;
Public Functions
r_Vector (r_number);
r_Vector (another_r_number);
addData (displacementValue, aDOF_Index);
zeroData (aDOF_Index);
getData (aDOF_Index);
Fig. 5.27. r_Vector object.
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Instance Variables
y_number; , Y;
Public Functions
Y_Vector (y_number);
Y_Vector (another_Y_Vector);
addData (forceValue, aDOF_Index);
zeroData (aDOF_Index);
getData (aDOF_Index);
Fig. 5.28. Y_Vector object.
Instance Variables
y_number; y;
Public Functions
y_Vector (y_number);
y_Vector (another-y_Vector);
addData (displacementValue, aDOF_Index);
zeroData (aDOF_Index);
getData (aDOF_Index);
Fig. 5.29. y_Vector object.
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Instance Variables
p_number; P;
Public Functions
P_Vector (p_number);
P_Vector (another_P_Vector);
addData (forceValue, aDOF_Index);
zeroData (aDOF_Index);
getData (aDOF_Index);
Fig. 5.30. P_Vector object.
Instance Variables
p_Dumber; p;
Public Functions
p_Vector (p_number);
p_Vector (another_p_Vector);
addData (displacementValue, aDOF_Index);
zeroData (aDOF_index);
getData (aDOF_Index);
Fig. 5.31. p_Vector object.
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The object at the end of arrow (lower level
object) is held by the object at the start of
arrow (higher level object).
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Fig. 5.32. Organization of objects related to the ST object
Instance Variables
theST
SET_Label
Public Functions
SET (SET_Label, aST);
SET (anotherSET);
getNodeWithLabel (aNode_Label);
seCcType_Indices ();
getSET_Label ();
calculatelnternaiForces (p_Vect, aLower_Level_Load_Case_Label,
Load_Case_Label);
getStiffness_Matrix ( );
getLowerLevelDOF_TypeWithLabel (aDOF_Label);
getLowerLevelDOF_IndexWithLabel (aDOF_Label);
SubstructureAnalysis ( );
Fig. 5.33. SET object.
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Instance Variables
theSET;
SE_Labelj
Boundary_Node_Label_ArraYj
SE_Stiffness_Matrixj
SE_Transformation_Matrixj
SE_InltiaCForces;
SE_Displacementsj
Public Functions
SE (SE_Label, theSET, Boundary_Node_Label_ArraY)j
SE (anotherSE);
~-------------------------------
getLabel ( )j
formStiffness_Matrix ( )j
getStiffness_Coefficient (anInteger_i, anIntegerJ);
getNumNodes ( )j
getLowerLevelNode_Label (anlnteger)j
getNode_Label (anInteger)j
form_Initial_Forces (aSE_Load, aLower_Level_SGT)j
geClnitial_Force_Coefficient (anlnteger);
calculatelnternalForces (aSE_Label, aLoad_Case_Label)j
addDataToDisplacements (anlnteger, aValue)j
Fig.5.34. SE object.
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Chapter 6
Object-Oriented Structural Analysis
Algorithm
6.0 Introduction
In Chapter 5, an object-oriented analysis model, including several object classes, is
presented for structural analysis using substructures. This chapter introduces one additional object,
called the Global object, which constructs the other objects and conducts the analysis process,
and also outlines a number of algorithms for object-oriented structural analysis. The objects
presented in Chapter 5 range from relatively simple objects (i.e. basic objects), such as DOF
objects, "Node objects, and Element objects, to relatively complicated objects, such as SGT objects,
ST objects, and SET objects. The Global object manages the interface between the input data file
and these objects.
The chapter is organized as follows: the organization of the input data is discussed in
Section 6.1, the Global object is described in Section 6.2, and the algorithm performed by the
Global object to handle the input data and establish the other objects is outlined in Section 6.3.
The structural analysis algorithms that use the objects of Chapter 5 are described in Section 6.4
through 6.11.
6.1 Input Data File
The structural analysis model presented in Chapter 5 (Fig. 5.2) consists of multiple levels
of substructures, with multiple substructures at each level (except the highest level). Each
substructure (except the highest level substructure) is modeled by a SE object. A SE object is
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developed from a SET object, which is developed from a ST object, which is developed from a
SGT object. The highest level substructure is modeled by a ST object which is developed from
a SGT object. Each object is described by a data set in the input file (Fig. 6.1): one data set is
needed to describe each SGT object which represents the geometry and materials of a group of
substructures; one data set is needed to describe each ST object which represents the geometry,
materials, and loads of a group of substructures (with the same SGT); and one data set is needed
to describe each SET object which represents the geometry, materials, loads, and boundary DOF
of a group of substructures (with the same ST).
In the data file, the lowest level substructures are considered first. That is, the data sets
for constructing the lowest level SGTs, STs, and SETs are first. For each SGT, the SGT data set
contains a SGT_Label, which is an identifier of the SGT, and data for defining the Node and
Element objects of the SGT (Fig. 6.1.a). For each ST, the ST data set contains a ST_Label which
is an identifier of the ST, the label of an already-defined SGT object, a list of the DOF_Labels of
the DOF that are "y" type DOF, and a description of the external forces acting on the "r" type DOF
and the specified displacements of the "y" type DOF (Fig.6.1.b). For each SET, the SET data set
contains a SET_Label, which is an identifier of the SET, the label of an already-defined ST object,
and a list of DOF_Labels of the boundary or "p" type DOF (Fig. 6.1.c).
Higher level substructures include superelements (represented by SE objects) that are
developed from lower level substructures (represented by SET objects). For a higher level
substructure, the data needed to create the SE objects are included in the SGT data set.
Therefore, the SGT data set for a higher level SGT includes the data that describes Node,
Element, and SE objects (Fig. 6.1.a). Higher level ST and SET data sets are similar to these of
the lowest level.
For the highest level substructure (Le. the complete structure), the data for a SGT and a
ST object are included in the input file. There is no SET developed for the highest level
substructure.
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6.2 Global Object
The Global object has the responsibility to read data from the input data file, and to create
and interface with the other objects. The Global object contains the following instance variables
and functions (Fig. 6.2):
Instance variables:
(1) theSGT_Ust is an instance of the KeySortCltn class of the NIH class library. It is
a container of the SGT objects defined for the structural analysis model. The
container holds associations of key objects, which are SGT_Label objects, with
value objects, which are SGT objects.
(2) theST_Ust is also an instance of the KeySortCltn class. It is a container of the ST
objects defined for the structural analysis model. The container holds associations
of key objects, which are ST_Label objects, with value objects, which are ST
objects.
(3) theSET_Ust is also an instance of the keySortCltn class and is similar to
theSGT_List and theSET_List.
Functions:
(1) is_The_SGT_'n (aSGT_Label);
To check if a SGT object is available in the SGT_List using the SGT_Label.
(2) is_The_ST_'n (aST_Label);
To check if a ST object is available in the ST_List using the ST_Label.
(3) is_ The_SET_'n (aSET_Label);
To check if a SET object is available in the SET_List using the SET_Label.
(4) storeSGT (aSGT_object);
To store a SGT object into the SGT_List.
(5) storeST (aST_object);
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To store a ST object into the ST_List.
(6) storeSET (aSET_object);
To store a SET object into the SET_List.
(7) getSGT_With_Label (aSGT_Labe/);
To return a SGT object from the SGT_List by its label.
(8) getST_With_Label (aST_Label);
To return a ST object from the ST_List by its label.
(9) getSET_With_Label (aSET_Label);
To return a SET object from the SET_List by its label.
6.3. Algorithm to Establish Objects and Conduct Analysis
The Global object interfaces with the data file shown in Fig. 6.1 to construct substructure
and superelement objects, and to conduct the structural analysis. The discussion of the algorithm
used to construct these objects is divided into three parts: (1) objects for the lowest level
substructures, (2) objects for higher level substructures, and (3) objects for the highest level
substructure. An overview of the analysis procedure is given in the discussion of the highest level
substructure.
6.3.1 Objects for the Lowest Level Substructures
SGT Objects
For each SGT object, the Global object reads the SGT_Label from the data file, and
constructs the SGT object without filling theNode_Container and theElement_Container of the SGT
object. Then, data describing the Node objects of the SGT are read from the data file, and each
Node object is constructed by the Global object from the Node_Label, and the x, y, and z
coordinates in the data file. The Node constructor function Node (Node_Label, x_coordinate,
y_coordinate, z_coordinate) is used. The Node object is stored in theNode_Container of the SGT
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object using the SGT function storeNode (aNode_object). The procedure is repeated until all Node
objects are constructed and stored. Then, the data describing the Element objects of the SGT are
read from the data file, and each Element object is constructed by the Global object, using the
Element constructor function Element (anElemenLLabel, Lnode_Label, Lnode_Label, reference_
node_Label, E, I, A). It should be noted that the arguments i_node_Label, Lnode_Label, and
reference_nodeJabel, are the labels of three Node objects that can be retrieved from
theNode_Container of the SGT object. The node labels and other arguments, such as anElement_
Label, E, I, and A (the label of the Element, material, and geometry properties) are read from the
data file. The Elementobject is stored in theElemenCContainer of the SGT object using the SGT
function storeElement (anElemenLobject). The procedure is repeated until all Element objects are
constructed and stored. After the Global object constructs and stores the Node and Element
objects of the SGT, the Global object stores the SGT object in theSGT_List.
51 Objects
For each ST object, the Global object reads the ST_Label and the SGT_Label of the SGT
that describes the geometry and materials of the ST from the data file. It constructs the ST object
using the ST constructor function ST (ST_label, aSGT). The second argument in the function is
a SGT object that is retrieved from theSGT_List using the SGT_Label, and is copied using the SGT
constructor function SGT (anotherSGT) before being sent to the ST.
The OaF_Container within the OaF_Manager of the ST object is established from the
information stored in the SGT using the ST function buildDOF_Container (). Then the OaF_Types
of the specified displacement OaF of the ST are set to "y" type (as discussed in Section 5.3.3 and
Section 6.4), using the ST function establish_y_DOF (). This function reads the OaF_Labels of
the "y" type OaF from the data file. Then, the Global object uses the ST function buildLoad_Cases
( ), which reads data describing loads acting on the ST from the data file (see Section 5.3.3 and
Section 6.5). All loads are grouped into load cases. Each load case is read and constructed, and
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the loads in the load case are read and constructed. After the load data are read, the Global
object stores the ST object in theST_List.
SET Objects
For each SET object, the Global object reads the SETJabel and the ST_Label of the ST
object that describes the geometry, materials, and loads of the SET from the data file, and
constructs the SET object using the SET constructor function SET (SET_Label, aST). The second
argument in the function is a ST object that is retrieved from theST_List using the ST_Label, and
is copied using the ST constructor function ST(anotherST) before being sent to the SET. Then the
Global object uses the SET function establish_ p_DOF ( ) which reads data describing the
boundary OaF (Le. it reads OaF_Labels of the "p" type OaF) from the data file. After the "p" type
oaF are established, the Global object USes the SET function SubstructureAnalysis ( ), which
performs the first part of the substructure analysis (the ex case) described in Chapter 3. This
function is discussed further in Section 6.9 After the substructure analysis function is completed,
the Global object stores the SET object in theSET_List.
6.3.2. Objects for Higher Level Substructures
SGT Objects
For each SGT object, the Global object reads data and constructs the SGT object and the
Node and Element objects as described for the lowest level substructures. A higher level
substructure will also include SE objects. For each SE in a higher level SGT, the Global object
uses the SE constructor function SE (SE_Label, theSET, Boundary_Node_Label_Array) to
construct the SE. The second argument in the function is a SET object that is retrieved from
theSET_List using the SET_Label, and is copied using the SET constructor function SET
(anotherSET) before being sent to the SE. The third argument is an array of the Node_Labels of
the boundary nodes of the SE. This array contains a list of associations. Each association
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consists of two Node.:..Labels, one is the Node_Label of a boundary node in the current level SGT,
the other is the Node_Label of the boundary node in the lower level SGT. The Global object reads
the Node_Labels of the boundary nodes from the data file and constructs the Boundary_Node
_Label_Array.
ST and SET Objects
Each ST and SET object for a higher level substructure is constructed as described earlier
for the lowest level substructures.
6.3.3. Objects for the Highest Level Substructures
SGT Object
The SGT object for the highest level substructure is constructed as described earlier for
the higher level substructures.
ST Object and Analysis Overview
To construct the ST object for the highest level substructure (the complete structure), the
Global object performs operations similar to those for the lowest level substructures. However, for
the highest level substructure, a SET is not developed and all the OOF of the structure in this level
are either "r" type OOF, or "y" type OOF. The Global object stops reading data and constructing
objects when an existing ST is identified as the highest level substructure. At this point, the
structure analysis model is complete and the analysis can begin. The Global object conducts the
analysis by using the ST function SubstructureAnalysis ( ) which solves for the unknown
displacement vector r and the unknown reaction force vector Y for the highest level substructure
(see Section 6.9). Note that the operations of this function perform the first part of the substructure
analysis (the a case) for a typical lower level substructure which has boundary or "p" type OOF,
however, the same operations perform a complete analysis of the displacement and force vectors
of the highest level substructure which has no "p" type OOF. The Global object completes the
analysis (see Section 6.11) using ST function HighestLevelSubstructureAnalysisCompletion ( ).
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6.4 Algorithm to Establish OOF_Container
The algorithm to construct the OOF_Container (shown in Fig. 5.14) is divided into four
parts. Each part is implemented in a different function which is executed independently.
(1) The ST function buildDOF_Container ( ) forms the OOF_Container. This function is used
by the Global object immediately after the ST object is constructed. The function uses
information held by the Node objects of the SGT object associated with the ST to construct
OOF objects. The OOF objects are constructed with an assumed OOF_Type="r", and
OOF_lndex=O. For the example in Fig. 5.14., the first as~ociation in the OOF container
is initially (OOF_1.1 <==> OOF_1.1, "r", 0). However, as indicated in Fig. 5.14, the correct
type for the OOF_1.1 object is "y" type and the correct index is 1. These are set later as
discussed below. The algorithm for buildDOF_Container ( ) is shown in Fig. 6.4.
(2) The ST function establish_y_DOF () is used by the Global object to modify the OOF_
Container by changing the type of certain OOF objects to "y" type. The establish_ y_DOF
( ) function reads the labels of the "y" type OOF from the data file. It resets the OOF_Type
and OOF_Index. For the example in Fig. 5.14, the first association is changed to
(OOF_1.1 <==> OOF_1.1, "y", 1). Fig. 6.5 shows the algorithm for establish_y_DOF ( ).
(3) The SET function establish_p_DOF ( ) is used by the Global object to modify the
OOF_Container by changing the type of certain OOF objects to "p" type. The establish_
p_DOF ( ) function reads the labels of the "p" type OOF from the data file. It resets the
OOF_Type and OOF_Index. For the example in Fig. 5.14, the second association is
changed to (OOF_1.2 <==> OOF_1.2, "p", 1). Fig. 6.6 shows the algorithm for establish
_p_DOF (). It should be noted that the process of establishing the "p" type OOF is part
of defining a SET object, rather than a ST object. However, the SET object uses a
function of the associated ST object to establish the "p" type OOF as shown in Fig. 6.6.
(4) The SET function seCcType_Indices () is used by the Global object to set correct indices
for the "r" type OOF after the "y" type and "p" type OOF are established. These indices
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\were initially set to 0 as discussed above. Fig. 6.7 shows the algorithm used to assign
indices to the "r" type DOF by the SET function seLr_Type_Indices ( ).
6.5 Algorithm to Establish Load_Case Objects and Load_Case_Vector Objects
The loads acting on a ST are read from the data file immediately after the DOF_Container
of the ST is established. As discussed in Chapter 5, each load is represented by a Load object.
A structural analysis usually considers more than one load case. Each load case is represented
by a Load_Case object, which contains one or more Load objects. Each Load_Case object is
stored in a Load_Case_Container, which is part of a Load_Manager object. Each Load_Case
object in the Load_Case_Container is processed to establish a Load_Case_Vector object, which
corresponds to a Load_Case and holds six vectors (Le. R_Vector, C Vector, Y_Vector, y_Vector,
P_Vector, and p_Vector). Each Load_Case_Vector object is stored in a Load_Case_Vector_
Container, which is part a VectocManager object. The complete algorithm consists of two steps:
(1) The ST function buildLoad_Cases ( ), shown in Fig. 6.8, establishes the Load_Case
objects and stores them in a Load_Case_Container, which is part of the Load_Manager
object, which is part of the Load_Case_Manager object of the ST. A ST object reads the
number of load cases for the substructure from the input file. A Load_Case_ Label is
obtained for each load case, and the Load_Case_Manager function createLoad_ Case
(aLoad_Case_Label) uses the Load_Manager function createLoad_Case (aLoad_
Case_Label) to create a Load_Case object for the load case. The Load_Case object is
inserted into the Load_Case_Container within the Load_Manager. The function
buildLoad_Cases ( ) then reads data describing each load in the load case from the data
file and constructs a Load object. The type of Load object and the required data depends
on the type of load specified. Three types of loads are considered: (1) Node loads, (2)
Element loads, and (3) SE loads. A Load_Case_Manager function storeLoad (aLoad_
Case_Label, aLoad_Label, aLoad) stores the Load object using the Load_Manager
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function storeLoad (aLoad_Case_Label, aLoad_Label, aLoad). The Load_Manager
retrieves a Load_Case object from its Load_Case_Container based on the Load_Case_
Label and stores the Load object in the Load_Container of the Load_Case object using the
Load_Case function storeLoad (aLoad_Label, aLoad). This procedure is repeated until
Load objects are constructed and stored in a Load_Case object for all the loads of a
Load_Case, and until all load cases are processed. The algorithm is shown in Fig. 6.8.
(2) The ST object uses the Load_Case_Manager function buildLoad_Case_Vectors (theSGT,
theDOF_Manager), shown in Fig. 6.9, to establish the Load_Case_Vector objects and
store them in a Load_Case_Vector_Container, which is part of the Vector_Manager object,
which is part of the Load_Case_Manager object. The Load_Case_Manager object uses
the Load_Manager function getNumberOf Load_Cases ( ) to obtain the number of load
cases in the analysis. Using the Load_Manager function getLoad_CaseAt (anlnteger),
each Load_Case object is retrieved from the Load_Case_Container, which is part of the
Load_Manager. The number of Load objects contained in the Load_Case can be
determined by the Load_Case function getNumberOfLoads (). Each Load object is
retrieved from the Load_Container of the Load_Case object and one of the following
procedures is used:
i. If the Load object is a Node_Load, the SGT function getNodeWithLabel (aNode_
Label) is used to retrieve the Node object that is subjected to the load. The labels of
the six OOF associated with the Node are obtained from the Node. Each OOF_Label
is used to obtain the OOF_Type and OOF_Index of the corresponding OOF object
from the OOF_Manager object. Using this information, the force coefficient (or
specified displacement coefficient) for that OOF is inserted into the correct position
of the correct vector using the Vector_Manager functions addData_to_R_Vector
(aDOFlndex, aForceValue), addData_to_y_Vector (aDOFlndex, aDisplacementValue),
or addData_to_P_Vector (aDOFlndex, -aForceValue). Note that a minus sign is used
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rfor a node force applied to a "p" type OaF. This is the case of a Po force that was
neglected in Chapter 3.
ii. If the Load object is an Element_Load, the SGT function getElementWithLabel
(anElemenLLabel) is used to retrieve the Element object that is subjected to the load.
The Load_Case_Manager function processElemLoad (anElement, aLoad, aLoad_
Case_Label, theSGT, theDOF_Manager), shown in Fig. 6.10, uses the Element
function form_lnitiaLForces (aLoad) to construct the element initial force vector.
Then, for each of the Node objects associated with the element, the Node_Label is
obtained from the Element object, and using the Node_Label, the Node object is
obtained from the SGT object. The OaF_Label objects of each of the six oaF
associated with the Node are obtained, and using the OaF_Label, the OaF_Type and
OaF_Index are obtained from the OaF_Manager. Then the corresponding coefficient
of the element initial force vector is retrieved using function
geUnitiaLForce_Coefficient (anlnteger) and is inserted into the correct position of the
correct vector, as discussed in (i).
iii. If the Load object is a SE_Load, the SGT function getSE_WithLabel (aSE_Label) is
used to retrieve the SE object that is subjected to the load. The Load_Case_Manager
function processElemLoad (theSE, aLoad, aLoad_Case_Label, theSGT, theDOF_
Manager) is also used for the SE object. The function works on a SE object and
SE_Load as discussed in (ii), except that it uses SE functions rather than Element
functions.
The procedure is repeated to establish a Load_Case_Vector object for each Load_Case
object included in a Load_Case_Container. The algorithm for establishing the Load_Case
_Vector objects is shown in Fig. 6.9.
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6.6 Algorithm to Transform Element Initial Force Vector to Substructure Coordinate System
The element (both the Element object and the SE object) initial force vectors discussed in
Sectton 6.4 are assembled with respect to the element (Element or SE) local coordinate system.
In Chapter 3, the element initial force vectors are denoted as pole) and po(r) for a beam element and
a superelement respectively. However, when they are included in the substructure analysis, they
have to be transformed to the substructure coordinate system by:
rT p (9)
o
and:
where Oo(e) and (Oo)(r) are the initial force vectors in the substructure coordinate system for a beam
element and a superelement respectively, and T is a transformation matrix for the beam element
or superelement. Both the Element object and the SE object include a transformation matrix as
an instance variable (Element_Transformation_Matrix for the Element object and SE_
Transformation_Matrix for the SE object).
The transformation algorithm for the Element object is presented in Fig. 6.11, and the
transformation algorithm for the SE object is presented in Fig. 6.12. The results of these two
algorithms are initial force vectors (ElemenUnitial_Forces for the Element object, and SE_lnitial_
Forces for the SE object) in the substructure coordinate system.
6.7 Algorithm to Transform Element Stiffness Matrix to Substructure Coordinate System
The element (both the Element object and the SE object) stiffness matrices are assembled
with respect to the element local coordinate system. In Chapter 3, the element stiffness matrices
are denoted as Kp(e) and (Kp-)(r) for a beam element and a superelement respectively. These
matrices are transformed to the substructure coordinate system as follows:
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K (6) = TTK (6) Tq p
and:
(K *) = TT (K *) Tq (r) P (r)
where Kq(B) and (~*)(r) are the stiffness matrices in the substructure coordinate system for a beam
element and a superelement respectively, and T is a transformation matrix as discussed earlier.
The transformation algorithm for the Element object is presented in Fig. 6.13, and the
transformation algorithm for the SE object is presented in Fig. 6.14. The results of these two
algorithms are stiffness matrices (Element_Stiffness_Matrix for the Element object, and
SE_Stiffness_Matrix for the SE object) in the substructure coordinate system.
6.8 Algorithm to Assemble Substructure Stiffness Matrix .
The substructure stiffness matrix is shown in Eq. 3.4 as:
K" Kry Krp
Kyr Kyy Kyp
Kpr KPy Kpp
The matrix is partitioned into nine submatrices which reflects the fact that a typical substructure has
three types of OOF: "r" type, "y" type, and "p" type (Fig. 5.14). Each OOF has a position among
the OOF of the same type, given by OOF_Index. Within a substructure, the nine submatrices are
kept within a single matrix, substrucStiffness, and the position in the stiffness matrix for a OOF is
determined by the function getMatrixlndexWithDOF_Label (aDOF_Label). A typical substructure
has two types of elements: beam elements (represented by Element objects) and superelements
(represented by SE objects). Each element has its own stiffness matrix, either a beam element
stiffness matrix (12 x 12) or a superelement stiffness matrix ((number of boundary nodes x 6) x
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(number of boundary nodes x 6)). The algorithm for stiffness assembly maps the element OOF
(12 for the Element object or (number of boundary nodes) x 6 for the SE object) to the substructure
OOF. This is done through the nodes associated with the element. Each node has six DOF, and
the element OOF are sequence; the first six for the first node, the second six for the second node,
and so on.
The substructure stiffness matrix assembly is carried out by the ST using the ST function
assemb/eStiffnessMatrix (). The algorithm is separated into two parts. Fig. 6.15 shows the
algorithm for the ST function assemb/eStiffnessMatrix ( ) which assembles the substructure
stiffness matrix from both Element and SE contributions using the ST function assemb/eE/em
StiffnessMartrix (anE/ement). Fig. 6.16 shows the algorithm for the ST function assemb/eE/em
StiffMatrix (anE/ement), which assembles one Element or SE stiffness matrix into the substructure
stiffness matrix.
6.9 Substructure Analysis Algorithm
As presented in Chapter 3, the substructure analysis for a typical ST consists of two parts:
(1) the ex case, in which the boundary displacements are fixed (Le. the elements of
p_Vector are assumed to be zero).
(2) the ~ case, in which the actual boundary displacements (the elements of p_Vector)
are obtained from a higher level ST, and used to complete the analysis.
ex case:
The ex case of the substructure analysis is performed by a ST object immediately after the
"p" type OOF have identified, and the indices for the "r" type DOF are set. This analysis is initiated
by the Global object using the SET function SubstructureAna/ysis ( ), which uses the ST function
SubstructureAna/ysis ( ) as shown in Fig. 6.11. This ST function forms the substructure stiffness
matrix, retrieves the force vectors (R_Vector, Y_Vector, and P_Vector) and the displacement
vectors (r_Vector and y-Vector), sets up the equilibrium relationship between forces and
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displacements shown in Eq. 3.4, and solves for rIa), y(a), and p(a) using Eq. 3.9, Eq. 3.10, and Eq.
3.11. These results ar.e placed in C Vector, Y_Vector, and P_Vector. It should be noted that if the
ST is subjected to more than one Load_Case, then multiple sets of vectors are analyzed, one set
of vectors for each Load_Case. When the analysis is over, the ST stores the sets of vectors. The
a. case algorithm is shown in Fig. 6.17.
~ case:
The ~ case of the substructure analysis is performed by a ST object for a single load case,
as directed by a SE object through its associated SET object. The ~ case analysis is part of the
calculation of internal forces for the SE object, as discussed in Section 6.10. The SET object uses
the ST function LowerLevelSubstructureAnalysisCompletion (p_ Vector, CurrenCLeveLLoad_
Case_Label, Higher_LeveLLoad_Case_Label), shown in Fig. 6.18, to initiate the ~ case analysis.
The first argument p_Vect contains the displacements of the boundary ("p" type) DOF obtained
from the analysis of a higher level substructure for the load case identified by Higher_Level_Load_
Case_Label (the third argument). The second argument Current_Level_Load_Case_Label is the
label of the load case of the 8T which contributes boundary forces (p(a») as SE_lnitial_Forces to
the load case identified by Higher_Level_Load_Case_Label of the higher level substructure through
the associated SET and SE Objects. Current_Level_Load_Case_Label is undefined if the ST object
did not contribute boundary forces to the load case identified by Higher_Level_Load_Case_Label
(Le. if the ST, through the associated SET and SE objects, contributes a condensed stiffness as
a SE_Stiffness_Matrix to the higher level substructure, but does not contribute loads as SE_lnitiaL
Forces because a SE_Load for the associated SE object is not included in the load case identified
by Higher_Level_Load_Case_Label).
The ST function LowerLevelSubstructureAnalysisCompletion (p_ Vect, CurrenCLeveLLoad_
Case_Label, Higher_LeveLLoad_Case_Label) carries out the ~ case analysis for a new load case
for the ST that is created by copying the load case identified by Current_LeveLLoad_Case_Label
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to a new load case (i.e. new for the current level substructure, but already existing in the higher
level substructure) which is given Higher_Level_Load_Case_Label as its label. The p case
analysis is carried out for a load case which combines the loads applied to the ST in the load case
identified by Current_Level_Load_Case_Label with the boundary displacements determined by a
higher level substructure in the load case identified by Higher_Level_Load_Case_Label. If
CurrenC Level_Load_Case_Label is undefined, the new load case consists of an empty current
level load case (i.e. no loads applied to the ST and the results of the ex case consist of vectors of
zero reaction forces and displacements) combined with the boundary displacements determined
by a higher level substructure in the load case identified by Higher_Level_Load_Case_Label.
The LowerLevelSubstruetureAnalysisCompletion (p_ Veet, CurrenLLeveLLoad_Case_
Label, HighecLeveLLoad_Case_Label) function first creates the new load case, and then retrieves
r_Vect, Y_Vect, and P_Vect from this load case (i.e. raj, yla), and pta)). Then, based on the p_Vect
(i.e. pIP») that is provided by the higher level substructure, the pcase results are calculated using
Eq. 3.12, 3.13, and 3.14, producing rIP), yIP), and pIP). The results are superposed as discussed
in Chapter 3:
r
r(a) r(P)
R R(a)-R a0
y ia) a
+
y yla) y(P)
p a p(P)
P pta) PIP)
with the exception that R_Vector contains Rla).Rowhich is the applied external node forces and the
element initial force combined. After the final force and displacement vectors have been obtained
for the ST (i.e. both the ex and pcases are completed), the internal forces in each element within
the ST (in the associated SGT) are calculated. This is discussed in the following section. The p
case algorithm is shown in Fig. 6.18.
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6.10 Algorithm to Calculate Element Internal Forces
After the substructure analysis (both the a case and the ~ case) is completed for a
substructure, the internal forces in the elements (Element objects and SE objects) within the
substructure must be determined. These forces depend, of course, on the displacements of the
substructure. The element (Element object or SE object) displacements in the substructure
coordinate system can be obtained from the substructure displacement vectors by mapping the
substructure OOF to the element (Element object or SE object) OOF. The displacements are then
transformed from the substructure local coordinate system to the element (Element object or SE
object) local coordinate system:
p = Tq
where p is a vector of displacements of the boundary nodes of an element (either an Element
object or a SE object) in the element local coordinate system, q is a vector of displacements of the
boundary nodes in the substructure local coordinate system, and T is the element transformation
matrix.
The element (Element or SE) internal force vector P can be obtained by:
where Kp is the element stiffness matrix, and Po is the element initial force vector. The element
forces given by this expression are adequate results for an Element object, however, since a SE
object is developed from a lower level substructure, the displacements (r) and reactions (Y) of the
interior OOF, and the element forces within the lower level substructure are also needed.
The algorithm to calculate element internal forces begins in the ST function LowerLevel
SubstruetureAnalysisCompletion (p_ Veet, CurrenLLevel_Load_Case_Label, Higher_LeveLLoad_
Case_Label), shown in Fig. 6.18, which loops over the Elements and SEs within the associated
SGT object and uses the ST function ealeulateElemlnternalForees (theElement, theLoad_Case_
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Label). This ST function, shown in Fig. 6.19, uses two other functions, the Element function
calculate InternalForces (anElemenLLoad, aLoad_Case_ Label), shown in Fig. 6.20, and the SE
function calculate InternalForces (aSE_Load, aLoad_Case_Label), shown in Fig. 6.21.
The ST function calculateElemlnternalForces (theElement, theLoad_Case_Label) obtains
the element (Element object or SE object) displacements in the substructure coordinate system
from the substructure displacement vectors, and sends them to the element using the Element
object function addDataToDisplacements (anlndex) or the SE object function addDataTo
Displacements (anlndex). The ST function also obtains the element (Element or SE) load (if one
exists) for the current load case. Then the Element object function calculatelnternalForces
(anElemenLLoad, aLoad_Case_Label) or the SE object function calculatelnternalForces (aSE_
Load, aLoad_Case_Label) is used to obtain the internal forces. Both of these functions transform
the displacements from the substructure coordinate system to the element coordinate system. For
an Element object, the expression given above is used to obtain the element internal forces. A SE
object uses the SET function calculatelnternalForces (p_ Vect, aLower_LeveLLoad_Case_Label,
,
Load_Case_Label) for the associated SET object. This function then uses the ST function
LowerLevelSubstructureAnalysisCompletion (p_ Vect, CurrenLLeveLLoad_Case_Label, Higher_
LeveLLoad_Case_Label) for the associated ST object (lower level substructure) to carry out the
~ case substructure analysis and produce the displacements (r) and reactions (Y) of the interior
DOF, and the element forces within the lower level substructure.
6.11 Highest Level Substructure Analysis Completion
The Global object uses the ST function HighestLevelSubstructureAnalysisCompletion (),
shown in Fig. 6.22, to calculate element internal forces for the highest level substructure. Prior to
this, the Global object must use the ST function SubstructureAnalysis ( ) to calculate the
displacements (r) and reactions (Y). Since the highest level substructure does not have "p" type
DOF, the results for the a case determined by the SubstructureAnalysis ( ) function are the total
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displacements of the substructure. Thus the ST function HighestLevelSubstructureAnalysis
Completion () does not carry out a ~ case analysis, but immediately calculates the element internal
forces. Note that this function loops over all load cases of the highest level S1. All of the analysis
results for the lower level substructures will be given for these load cases because the lower level
STs will create new load cases with labels to match those of the highest level substructure as
discussed in Section 6.9.
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Node 1 x300rdlnatel y_coordinatel z_coordlnatel
Node 2 x30ordlnate2 Y_coordinate2 z_coordlnate2
Dotafor constructing Node objects
Dotafor constructing Element objects
Element I Cnode_Labell Lnode_Labell reference_node_Labell EI 11 Al
Element 2 i_node_Label 2 Lnode_Label2 reference_node_LabeI2 E2 12 A2
SE 1 aSET_Labei Lower_B_Nodel Upper_B_Nodel
Lower_B_Node2 Upper_B_Node2
SE 2 aSET_Label Lower_B_Nodel Upper_B_Nodel
Lower_B_Node2 Upper_B_Node2
a. A SGT data set
NumberOf-y_TypeDOF
Data for constructing SE objects
Ifor higher /e,,1 SOT only)
y_Type_DOF_Labell
y_Type_DOF_Label2
y_Type_DOF_Label3
NumberOfLoad_Cases
Load_Case_Labell
NumberOfLoads
Load I Load 2 ......
Load_Case_LabeI2
NumberOfLoads
Load I Load 2 ......
NumberOCp_TypeDOF
p_Type_DOF_Labell
p_Type_DOF_Label2
p3ype_DOF_Label3
DOFjAbelsfor "y" type DOF objects
Dotafor constructing wad_Case objects
b. A ST data set
DOF_Welsfor ''p'' type DOF objects
c. A SET data set
Fig. 6.1. Data file.
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Instance Variables
theSGT_List;
theST_List;
theSET_List;
Public Functions
is_The_SGT_In (aSGT_Label);
is_The_ST_In (aST_Label);
is_The_SET_In (aSET_Label);
storeSGT (aSGT_object);
storeST (aST_object);
storeSET (aSET_object);
getSGT_With_Label (aSGT_Label);
getST_With_Label (aST_Label);
Fig. 6.2. Global object.
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..
if SGT
read input data and construct objects
construct SGT object
read Node,
read Element,
read SE,
construct Node object, send Node to the SGT
construct Element object, send Element to the SGT
construct SE (find corresponding SET object in
the SET_List, make copy, send to the SE), send
SEto the SGT
store SGT in SGT_List
if ST construct ST object (find corresponding SGT object in the SGT_List,
make copy, send to the ST)
read "y" type DOF_Labels
read load data
store ST in ST_List
if SET construct SET object (find corresponding ST object in ST_List,
make copy, send to the SET)
read "p" type DOF_Labels
store SET in SET_List
read ST_Label ofthe highest level substructure
,
end
Fig. 6.3 Global object algorithm to construct objects.
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ST.buildDOF_Container ( )
NumNodes =theSGT.getNumberOfNodes ( )
loop N =1, NumNodes ...
aDOF =DOF (aLabel, "r", 0)
theDOF_Container.addAssoc (aWel, aDOF)
aNode =theSGT.getNodeAt (N)
loop 1 =1,6
-
aLabel =aNode.getDOF_LabeLAt (1)
theDOF_Manager.createDOF_Object (aLabel)
.§ ,-------------------,
tJ
=
.E
I-<
..
~
=<U
~I
Cll.--------,------------l
Fig. 6.4. Construction ofDOF_Container.
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ST.establish-y_DOF ()
read NyDOF
loop N=l, NyDOF
read y_Label
increment y_number
c: retrieve the OOF object from the container by its label:
o
:::
'"c: aDOF =theDOF_Container.atKey (y_Label)
cE
Eo<
fIJ c: reset the OOF data:
o
~
~ aDOF.setDOF_Type ("y")
...
'"~§ aDOF.setDOFJndex (y_number)
~I
I:l delete the OOF association from the container:
theDOF_Container.removeAtKey (y_Label)
re-insert the modified OOF object into the container:
theDOF_Container.addAssoc (y_Label, aDOF)
Fig. 6.5. Algorithm to modify "y" type DOF objects.
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SET.establish-p_DOF ()
read NpDOF
loop N = 1, NpDOF
read p_Label
....
increment p_number
retrieve the DOF object from the container by its label:
aDOF =DOF_Container.atKey (p_Label)
c:Q
~
c:
.s
ti
CIl
c:Q
~
c:
.s
...
CIl
reset the DOF:
aDOF.setDOF_Type (''p'')
aDOF.setDOFjndex (p_number)
delete the DOF association from the container:
theDOF_Container.removeAtKey (p_Label)
re-insert the modified DOF object into the container:
theDOF_Container.addAssoc (p_Label, aDOF)
Fig. 6.6. Algorithm to modify "p" type DOF objects.
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SET.setJ·_Type/ndices ( )
theST.set]_Type/ndices ( )
theDOF_Manager.set]_Type/ndices ( )
numberOfAllDOF =theDOF_Container.size ( )
N =1, numberOfAllDOF
aDOF =theDOF_Container.valueAt (N)
aDOF_Type =aDOF.getDOF_Type ( )
- if aDOF_Type ="r"
increment r_number
retrieve the OOF object from the container by its label:
aDOFjAbel = aDOF.getDOF_Label ( )
reset the OOF data:
aDOF.setDOFjndex (r_number)
delete the OOF association from the container:
theDOF_Container.removeAtKey (aDOF_Label)
re-insert the modified OOF object into the container:
theDOF_Container.addAssoc (aDOF_Label, aDOF)
end if
Fig. 6.7. Algorithm to set DOF indices for "r" type DOF objects.
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ST.buildLoad_Cases ( )
read NumCases
loop N =1, NumCases (number ofLoad_Cases)
read aLoad_Case_Lobel
theLoad_Case_Manager.createLoad_Case(aLoad_Case_Lobel)
I:
'"'l:lCJ
theLoad_Manager.createLoad_Case (aLoad_Case_Label)I:
.Ei g
.. ~
'" aLoad_Case =Load_Case (aLoad_Case_Lobel)0/) ato !'.I:
to ii theLoad_Case_Container.add (aLoad_Case_Labe~ aLoad_Case)~I i'~
U
I
't:l
to
'" read NumLoads..l
loop M =1, NumLoads (number ofloads)
read aLoad_Label
construct Load object using one ofthe following functions:
aLoad =Node_Load (aNode_Lobe~ Fx, Fy, Fz, Mx, My, Mz)
aLoad =ElemenCLoad (anElemenCLobel, wx, wy, wz, mx, my, mz)
aLoad =SE_Load (aSE_Lobel, aLower_LeveCLoad_Case_Lobel)
theLoad Case Manager.storeLoad (aLoad Case Lobe~ aLoad_Label, aLoad)
theLaad_Manager.storeLoad (aLoad_Case_Lobel, aLoad_Lobe~ aLoad)
theLoad_Case =getLoad_CaseWithLabel (aLoad_Case_Lobel)
theLoad_Case.storeLoad (aLoad_Lobel, aLoad)
Fig. 6.8. Algorithm to establish Load_Case objects.
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NumCases =theLoad_Manager.getNumberOfLoadCases ( )
loop I =I, NumCases
aLoad_Case = theLoad_Manager.getLoad_CaseAt (I)
ST.buildLoad_Case_Vectors ( )
c
~
c
.:
IL- ---'
aLoad_CasejAbel =aLoad_Case.getLoad_CaseJAbel ( )
theVector_Manager.createLoad_Case_Vector (aLoad_CasejAbel)
NumLoads = aLoad_Case.getNumberOfLoads ( )
loop J =1, NumLoads
aLoad = aLoad_Case.getLoadAt (J)
if aLoad is a Node_Load:
aNode =theSGT.getNodeWithLabel (aLoatLgeCLabel ( ))
loop K= 1,6 (six DOFfor the Node object)
aDOF_Lobel =aNode.getDOF_LabelAt (K)
aDOF_Type =theDOF_Manager.getDOF_TypeWithDOF_Label (aDOF_Label)
aDOFjndex =theDOF_Manager.getDOF_IndexWithDOF_Label(aDOF_Label)
if aDOF_Type ="r"
theVector_Manager.addDataTo_R_Vector(aLoad_Case_Labe~
aDOFlndex, aLoatLgetComponent (K))
if aDOF_Type= 'y"
theVector_Manager.addDataTo-y_Vector (aLoad_Case_Label,
aDOFlndex, aLoatLgetComponent (K))
if aDOF_Type= ''p''
theVector_Manager.addDataTo]_Vector(aLoad_Case_Labe~
aDOFlndex, .aLoatLgetComponent (K))
if aLoad is an ElemenCLoad:
anElement = theSGT.getElementWithLabel (aLoatLgeCLabel( ))
processElemLoad (anElement, aLoad, aLoad_Case_Label, theSGT, theDOF_Manager)
if aLoad is a SE_Load:
aSE = theSGT.getSE_WithLabel (aLoatLgeCLabel ( ))
processElemLoad (aSE, aLoad, aLoad_Case_Labe~ theSGT, theDOF_Manager)
Fig. 6.9. Algorithm to establish Load_Case_Vector objects.
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Load_Case_Manager.processElemLoad(theElement, theLoad, theLoad_Case_Lobel, theSGT, theDOF_Manager)
theElernent.fonnjnitiaCForces (theLoad)
NumNodes = theElement.getNurnberOfNodes ( )
loop N =1, NumNodes
aNode_Lobel =theElement.getNode_Lobel (N)
aNode =theSGT.getNodeWithLobel (aNode_Lobel)
loop K =1, 6 (six DOF for the Node object) ~--------
aDOF_Lobel =aNode.getDOF_LobelAt (K)
aDOF_Type = theDOF_Manager.getDOF]ypeWithDOF_Lobel (aDOF_Label)
aDOFjndex =theDOF_Manager.getDOF_lndexWithDOF_Lobel(aDOF_Lobel)
aForceValue =theElement.getjnitiaCForce_Coefficient ((N-1)*6+K)
if aDOF_Type ="r":
theVector_Manager.addDataTo_R_Vector (theLoad_Case_Lobel, aDOF1ndex, -aForceValue)
if aDOF_Type="y":
theVector_Manager.addDataTo_Y_Vector(theLoad_Case_Lobe~ aDOF1ndex, aForceValue)
if aDOF_Type ="p":
theVector_Manager.addDataTo]_Vector (theLoad_Case_Lobel, aDOF1ndex, aForceValue)
1_-
Fig. 6.10. Algorithm to include initial forces for one Element or SE object
in a Load_Case_Vector object.
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Element.fomclnitiaCForces (aLoad)
o obtain the element object initial force vector in the element coordinate
system from the span loads included in aLoad object.
o this is denoted by P_Vect.
o transform forces and moments at each end separately.
loop N= I, 4
loop 1=1,]
aValue =0
loop J= 1,]
aValue =aValue + ElemenCTransformation_MaJrix (J,I) 0 P_Vect ( (N-I)"] +J
{ ----.J
ElementjnitiaCForces ((N-I)°] + I) =aValue
Fig. 6.11. Algorithm to form and transform Element object initial force vector.
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SE.fonnJnitial1orces (aLoad)
• obtain the SE object initial force vector in the superelement (lower level substructure)
coordinate system from the lower level ST object through the SET object.
• this is denoted by P_Veet.
aLower_LeveCLoad_Case_Lobel=aLoad.geCLower_LeveCLoad_Case_Lobel ( )
P_Vect =theSET.getInitiaCForces (aLower_LeveCLoad_Case_Lobel)
, NumBoundaryNodes =getNumberOfNodes ( )
loop N =1 to NumBoundaryNodes
Node_Lobel =getLowerLevelNode_Lobel (N)
~------I
aLower_LeveCBoundary_Node =theSET.getNodeWithLobel (Node_Lobel)
loop ID = 1, 2 (first translation DOF, then rotation DOF) ~----I
IS =(ID-l)*3
loop 1I =1, 3 (three DOF at a time) ~----I
lC = IS +1I (six DOF total per node)
aDOF_Lobel = aLower_LeveCBoundary_Node.getDOF_LobelAt (IC)
aDOF]ype = theSET.getLowerLeveLDOF]ypeWithLobel (aDOFJAbel)
if aDOF_Type =''p''
aDOFJndex = theSET.getLowerLeveLDOF_lndexWithLobel(aDOF_Lobel)
aP_Value =P_Vect.getData (aDOF_Index)
loop 1=1, 3 (three translotion DOF or three rotation DOF) ....._----1
lQ =(N-l) *6 +IS +1
SEJnitiaCForces (IQ) =SE_InitiaCForces (IQ) +SE_Transfonnation_Matrix (1I, I) *aP_Vect
end if
Fig. 6.12. Algorithm to form and transform SE object initial force vector.
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Element·fonnStiffness_Matrix ( )
• element stiffness matrix in element local coordinates can be fonned
from elementproperties E, A, and I, andfrom the length detennined
from the CNode andLNode coordinates.
• this is denoted by Stiff(l2 by 12).
nd Teyzp) -
oCl
cted colurns ofStiff) ~
(all colurns ofTemp)
oCl
(II, JJ) +Stiff(II, (lD-I)*3+M)
ansfonnation_Matrix (M, J)
JJ=(lD-I)*3+J
loop JD =I, 4
loop J =1, 3 (sele
temp (II, JJ) =0
loop M=I,3
Temp (II, JJ) =Temp
* ElemenCTr
loop II=I,I2 (aUrowsofStiffa
loop JJ =1,12 (all columns ofTemp and ElemenCStiffness_Matrix)~
loop ID =1, 4
loop 1=1,3 (selected rows of Temp)
~-----I
....
II =(ID-I) *3 + I (all rows ofElemenCStiffness_Matrix)
Element_Stiffness_Matrix (II, JJ) =0
loop M=I,3 ...
Element_Stiffness_Matrix (II, JJ) = ElemenCStiffness_Matrix (II, JJ)
+ElementJransfonnation_Matrix (M, 1) * Temp ( ((ID-I)*3+M)), JJ)
1--1
Fig. 6.13. Algorithm to transform Element stiffness matrix.
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SE.formStiffness_Matrix ( )
• SE stiffness matrix in SE local coordinates is retrievedfrom the lower level
ST object through theSET object.
P_Stiff=theSET.getStiffness_Matrix ( )
NumBoundNodes =getNumberOfNodes ( )
loop IBN =NumBoundNodes
Node_lAbel =getlAwerLevelNode_lAbel (IBN)
CwwerLevelNode = theSET.getNodeWiJhlAbel (Node_lAbel)
~------1loop lBN =I, NumBoundNodes
Node_lAbel =getwwerLevelNode_lAbel (lBN)
LwwerLevelNode =theSET.getNodeWiJhlAbel (Node_lAbel)
loop II! =1, 2
IS =(ID-l) *3
loop II =1,3
IC =IS + II (six DOFfor Node I)
CDOF_lAbel =CwwerLevelNode.getDOF_lAbelAt (IC)
CDOF]ype =theSET.getwwerLeveWOF_TypeWiJhlAbel (CDOF_lAbel)
~ if CDOF_Type = ''p'' (DOF ofboundary Node lis ''p'' type)
CDOFjndex =theSET.getwwerLevelDOFjndexWiJhlAbel(CDOF_lAbel)
loop lD=I,2
lS =(lD-l) *3
loop 11= 1, 3
lC=lS+ll (6 DOFfor Node 1)
~i-----I
...
LDOF_lAbel =LwwerLevelNode.getDOF_lAbelAt (lC)
LDOF_Type = theSET.getlAwerLeveWOF_TypeWilhlAbel (LDOF_lAbel)
- if LDOF_Type =''p'' (DOF ofboundary Node 1 is ''p'' type)
LDOFjndex = theSET.getwwerLeveWOFjndexWithlAbel(l_DOF_lAbel)
loop 1=1, 3
IQ =(IBN-l)*6+1S+1
loop 1= 1, 3 -
lQ =(lBN-l)*6+1S+1
1--1
SE_Stiffness_Matrix (IQ, lQ) =SE_Stiffness_Malrix (IQ, lQ) +
SE]ransformation_Malrix (II, I)*P_Stiff (CDOFjndex, LDOF_lndex*
SE_Transformation_Matrix (l1, 1)
I~-------IL.-__ endif
end if
Fig. 6.14. Algorithm to transform SE stiffness matrix.
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ST.assembleStiffnessMatrix ( )
NumElem = theSGT.getNumberOfElements ( )
loop IEL = 1, NumElem
.
theElement = theSGT.getElement...M (IEL)
assembleElemStiffMatrix (theElement)
I
NumSE = theSGT.getNumberOfSEs ( )
loop ISE = I, NumSE
theElement = theSGT.getSE_At (ISE)
-
assembleElemStiffMatrix (theElement)
1 '7
Fig. 6.15. Algorithm to assemble substructure stiffness matrix
from Element and SE contributions.
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ST.assembleElemStiffMatrix (theElement)
theElement·formStiffness_Matrix ( )
NumBN =theElement.getNumberOfNodes ( )
umBN
el (theElement.getNode_Label (IBN»
umBN
el (theElement.getNodepbel (lBN»
(6 DOFfor Iflode) ~
Node.getDOF_lAbelAt (I)
atrixlndexWithDOF_Label (CDOF_lAbel)
(6 DOF for LNode)
_Node.getDOF_LabelAt (l)
rixlndexWithDOF_Label (l_DOF_lAbel)
index) =SubstrucStiffness (i...global)ndex,j...global)ndex)
t.getStiffness_Coefficient( «lBN.I)*6+1) , «(JBN-I)*6+1»
loop 1=1,6
loop IBN =I, tV;
loop IBN =I, N
loop 1=1,6
CDOF_Label =C
i...globaUndex =getM
j...globaUndex = getMat
LNode =theSGT.getNodeWithLab
CNode =theSGT.getNodeWithLab
SubstrucStiffness (i...global)ndex,j...globaC
+theElemen
Fig. 6.16. Algorithm to assemble stiffness matrix for Element or SE object.
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/SEJ'.SubstructureAnalysis ( )
theST.SubstructureAnalysis ( )
assembleStiffnessMatrix ( ) .
NumCases =theLoad_Case_Manager.getNumberOfLoadCases ( )
loop N =1, NumCases
aLoad_Case_Lobel = theLoad_Case_Manager.getLoad_Case_LobelAt (N)
(a) (a) .(a) .
solveforr ,P ,Y, andploceresults mr_Vect, P_Vect, andY_Vect.
\~-,
Fig. 6.17. The algorithm to begin a substructure analysis ( a case).
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loop ISE =I, NumSE
ST.LowerLevelSubstruetureAnalysisCompletion (p_Veet, CurrenCLeveCLoad_CasejAbe~
Higherj.eveCLoad_Case_Lobel)
theLoad_Case_Manager.eopyLoad_Case(CurrenCLeveCLoad_Case_label,
Higher_LeveCLoad_Case_Lobel)
<Pl <Pl <Pl
• givenp_Veet, solveforr ,P ,Y .
• add }P; ~Pl, tP)to existing values in r_Veet, P_Veet, and Y_Veet.
NumElem =theSGT.getNumberOfElements ( )
loop IEL =I, NumElem
theElement = theSGT.getElemenCAt (IEL)
ealeulateElemIntemalForees (theElement, theLoad_Case_Lobel)
l
NumSE =theSGT.getNumberOfSEs ( )
~~woo~--ItheElement =theSGT.getSE_At (ISE)
ealeUlateElemInternalFirces (theElement, theLoad_Case_Lobel)
Fig. 6.18. Algorithm to complete a lower level substructure analysis ( ~ case).
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ST.calculateElemIntemalForces (theElement, theLoad_Case_Label)
NumBN =theElement.getNumberOfNodes ( )
laop IBN =I, NumBN
aNode_Lobel = theElement.getNode_Lobel (IBN)
aNode = theSGT.getNodeWithLabel (aNode_Label)
laop N =I, 6 (six DOFfor the Node object)
aDOF_Lobel =aNode.getDOF_LobelAt (N)
aDOF]ype =theDOF_Manager.getDOF]ypeWithDOF_Lobel (aDOF_Label)
aDOFjndex =theDOF_Manager.getDOFjndexWithDOF_Lobel (aDOF_Label)
if aDOF_Type ="r"
l:
.~
~ theElement.addDataToDisplacements ((IBN-I)*6+N,
;:. theLoad_Case_Manager.getDataFrom]_VectAt(theLoad_Case_Lobel, aDOFjndex»
til
theElement.addDataToDisplacements ((IBN-I)*6+N,
theLoad_Case_Manager.getDataFrom"'p_VectAt(theLoad_Case_Label, aDOFjndex»
if aDOF_Type = "y"
theElement.addDataToDisplacements ((IBN-I)*6+N,
theLoad_Case_Manager.getDataFrom-y_VectAt (theLoad_Case_Labe~ aDOFjndex»
1
I
aLoad =theLoad_Case_Manager.getLoadWithLobel (theLoad_Case_Lobel, theElement.getLabel (»
theElement.calculateIntemalForces (aLoud, theLoad_Case_Lobel)
Fig. 6.19. Algorithm to calculate internal forces for Element or SE object.
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Element.calculatelnternalForces (anElemenCLoad, theLoad_Case_Label)
• the vector ofelement displacements in the substructure local coordinate
system is already given to the element.
• this is denoted by ElemenCDisplacements.
• transform translations and rotations at each end separately.
loop N= I, 4 ~I------------~
loop I =1,3
aValue =0
loop J= 1,3
aValue =aValue + ElemenCTransformation_MatTix (I, J)
*Element_Displacements ( (N-I)*3 + J)
p_Vect ((N-I)*3 + I) =aValue
1
J
1
Element Internal Forces (denoted by P_Vect) is calculated by:
• multiply p_Vect by stiffness coefficients determinedfrom E, A, I, and the
length which is determinedfrom the i_Node andLNode coodinates.
• add effect ofthe span loads given in anElemenCLoad.
Fig. 6.20. Algorithm to calculate Element object internal forces.
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see Fig. 6.18
SE.cakulatelnternalForces (aSE Load, aLoad_Case_Lobel)
• the vector ofSE boundary displacements in the higher level substructure coordinate system is already given to the SE.
• this is denoted by SEJ)isplacements.
aLowerJ.-eveCLoad_Case_Lobel=aSE_Load.getLower_LeveCLoad_Case_Lobel ( )
p_number= theSET.get..JI_Number()
• create p_Vect with dimension p_number to hold lower level substructure boundary displacement values.
NumBoundNodes =getNumberOfNodes ( )
loop N =1, NumBoundNodes
Node_lAbel =getLowerLevelNodelAbel (N)
aLower_LeveCBound_Node = theSET.getNodeWithLobel (Node_Lobel)
loop ID=I,2
IS =(ID-l) *3
loop 11 =1, 3
lC =IS +11 (six DOFfor Node object)
aDOF]ype =theSET.getLowerLevelDOF]ypeWithlAbel(aDOF_lAbel)
- if aDOF_Type = ''p''
aDOF_Index =theSET.getLowerLevelDOF_lndexWithLobel (aDOF_Lobel)
loop 1=1,3
lQ =(N-l)*6 +IS +1
a..JI_Value =a..JI_Value + SE_Transfonnation_Matrix (11, I)
• SE_Displocements (IQ)
p_Vect.storeData (a..JI_Value, aDOF_Index)
1
- endif
theST.LowerLevelSubstructureAnalysisCompletion (P_Vect, Curren,-LeveCLoad_Case_Lobe~
Higher_LeveCLoad_Case_Lobel)
11
"l '----------------------'
Fig. 6.21. Algorithm to calculate SE object internal forces.
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ST.HighestLevelSubstructureAnalysisCompletion ( )
NumCases =theLoad_Case_Manager.getNumberOfLoad_Cases ( )
loop N =1, NumCases
NumElement =theSGT.getNumberOfElements ( )
loop IEL =I, NumElement
theElement = theSGT.getElemenCAt (IEL)
calculateElemInternalForces (theElement, aLoad_Case_Label)
1
NumSE =theSGT.getNumberOfSEs ( )
loop ISE =I, NumSE
theElement = theSGT.getSE_At (ISE)
calculateElemInternalForces (theElement, aLoad_Case_Label)
1
J
Fig. 6.22. Algorithm to complete the highest level substructure analysis.
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Chapter 7
Summary and Conclusions
7.0 Summary
This thesis presents research on an object-oriented approach to structural analysis using
substructures. Background information related to this research is presented in Chapter 2. In
Chapter 3, substructure analysis theory is reviewed in detail, and the theory is extended to include
degrees-of-freedom with specified displacements (and unknown external reaction forces) in addition
to degrees-of-freedom with unknown displacements (and specified external applied forces) within
a substructure. It is shown that these so-called "y" type degrees-of-freedom are easily included
in a substructure analysis. Chapter 4 outlines data abstraction and object-oriented programming
concepts that are used in developing the object-oriented structural analysis approach. The chapter
also provides an overview of the C++ programming language and the NIH (National Institute of
Health) class library which provide detailed programming concepts that are also used in the
research.
Chapters 5 and 6 provide the major results of this research. Chapter 5 presents an object-
oriented structural analysis model based on multiple levels of substructures. The model uses
Substructure Geometry Types (SGTs), Substructure Types (STs), Superelement Types (SETs), and
Superelements (SEs) as the major ingredients to represent substructure at various steps in a
substructure analysis. Chapter 5 also outlines object classes needed to carry out structure analysis
based on the model. The main instance variables and functions of the object classes are outlined
using notation that is compatible with the C++ programming language. Chapter 6 describes data
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needed to describe a structural analysis model based on the concepts in Chapter 5, and introduces
one additional object class, called the Global object, which constructs the other objects and
conducts the analysis. A number of structural analysis algorithms based on the objects in Chapter
5, are also presented.
7.1 Conclusions
The research presented in the thesis indicates that the object-oriented approach is effective
for developing programming concepts for multiple level substructure analysis. The object-oriented
approach enables a clear mapping between the ingredients of the analysis model and the major
components of the computer program. The primary ingredients of the model, SGTs, STs, SETs,
and SEs, as well as the standard structural analysis concepts of degree-of-freedom (DOF), node,
element, load, and load case map directly to the primary object classes of the program. Of course,
as shown in Chapter 5, a large number of secondary object classes are needed to support these
primary object classes. However, as shown in Chapter 6, the required input data describes the
analysis model in terms of the primary ingredients and standard concepts, and this data is used
to construct objects from the corresponding primary object classes. Thus, the analyst is concerned
with only the primary object classes.
The research presented in the thesis has several limitations. Only linear structural analysis
is considered. Nonlinear analysis would complicate substantially the interactions between the
multiple levels of substructures. Only a standard beam element is considered in this thesis, and
other types of elements such as plate and truss elements should be studied. The functions
outlined for the Element (beam element) and SE (superelement) object classes are very similar.
Thus, it appears that a generic element superclass could be developed that would define the
functions required of object classes for all element types, and would provide a uniform element
interface for use by other objects in the program. Kinematic constraints between degrees-of-
freedom within a substructure are also not considered in this thesis.
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A computer program based on the concepts presented in the thesis has not yet been
implemented. This is a notable limitation of the work. The object classes and algorithms that are
presented in the thesis must be developed in full detail in order to implement the program. Some
simplification of the object classes is needed, and an increased use of inheritance from the NIH
classes (rather than using objects from these classes~'s instance variables) should be considered.
A generic element superclass, and additional element object classes (for element types other than
the beam element) should be developed. These new element object classes, as well as the
existing Element (beam element) and SE (superelement) classes would inherit required functions
from the generic element superclass. Algorithms are also needed for the linear matrix algebra
needed to carry out the substructure analysis using the object classes outlined in the thesis. The
programming concepts for object-oriented structural analysis using substructures presented in this
thesis should be verified by developing and testing a computer program that implements these
concepts.
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